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Development of a Mode I test rig for quantitative measurements of ice 
adhesion using tensile stress 
María José Grasso 
Every winter in Canada, ice formation affects airplanes, power lines, telecommunications 
equipment, windmills, ships and rail transport. Icing in aeronautics augment significant 
human and monetary costs. From the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 
Accident Database, during a 19-year period 583 accidents and more than 800 fatalities 
were caused by airframe icing accidents. Ice accumulation on aerostructures causes a 
variety of issues — loss of lift, increase in drag, jamming of control surfaces or of 
mechanical parts, damage of engine blades. Thus, aircraft icing affects the safety of flight 
and increases fuel consumption. Engineers have developed various techniques for anti-\ 
and de-icing areas for components of an aircraft that are affected. In laboratory settings, 
these technologies show promising results. However, they are designed and tested under 
‘‘ideal’’ conditions and consequently they often underperform in practical applications. Not 
all of the technologies make it beyond the conceptual phase, which is also due to the fact 
that the processes of ice accretion and ice adhesion are not fully understood yet.  
The purpose of this thesis is to study the available ice adhesion tests in order to select 
and develop an easy to use and reproducible testing tool for measuring ice adhesion. The 
Mode I or tensile was chosen because the analysis of the results is well understood, the 
test is fully controlled and it can be easily reproduced. Test results will simulate real, in-
flight icing conditions. Mode I applies tensile loading at the ice-substrate interface. The 
CRT icing wind tunnel has the capability of investigating the ice adhesion with a bending 
cantilever test that measures the ice-substrate interfacial strength based on harmonic 
excitation with a permanent magnet shaker. This proposed study will help researchers 
and engineers to develop reliable systems by correlating the complementary ice adhesion 
results obtained from the Mode I and the bending cantilever tests. The intention is to 
minimize the risk of failures when conducting full-scale or flight testing. The prevention of 
iv 
 
ice build-up on aircraft structures or its easy removal will reduce safety hazards, in 
addition to leading to considerable savings, both financial and environmental. Further 
advancement in the technology of ice protection systems will contribute to retaining 
Canada’s position as the leading authority of aerospace, green energy production, and 
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Chapter 1 -  Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
In 1998, an ice storm became among the worst natural disaster in the history of Canada 
due to an amount of heavy freezing rain accumulated that was never experienced before 
[1, 2]. As it can be seen in Figure 1-1, this substantial icing event collapsed electricity 
transmission lines impeding more than two million people to go on with their daily routines 
and even halted many social and economic activities since they were deprived from 
electricity for weeks [2, 3]. This catastrophe resulted in a shocking reality, at that moment 
few understood the severity extent. This event gave a perspective about the 
consequences that are possible from icing. This costly occurrence demonstrates the need 
of research to foresee and try to prevent icing events. The icing problem continues to 
exist and we are all exposed to the consequences. 
 
Figure 1-1: Woman walking by a collapsed transmission pylon causing massive power 
outage in Quebec (Robert Galbraith/Canadian Press).  
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Ice buildup is a recurring concern for many industrial applications [4, 5, 6, 1]. In the field 
of aerospace, icing can lead to an increased fuel consumption in addition to a wide 
spectrum of issues related to the safety and integrity of aircraft [7, 8, 9]. Aircraft statistics 
conclude that 12% of weather accidents are due to icing [10]. The formation of ice can 
occur on ground and in-flight conditions since icing events can happen in cold climate 
regions but also in high altitude since temperature decreases in the vertical. On ground, 
icing can be caused by freezing drizzle, freezing rain, frost or snow accumulation that 
usually grows on the upper surface of the wings, the horizontal tail plane, or the fuselage. 
This can hinder the plane from taking off due to insufficient lift, an increase of drag, take 
off stall and maneuverability [11, 12, 13]. While flying, ice builds on the front surfaces, or 
leading edges, of the wings, the rudder, or the engine intake. This results in an increase 
of drag and decrease of lift due to aerodynamic reshaping of the surface. In addition, ice 
formation can interfere with instrument (e.g., airspeed probes) readings and cause 
destructive vibrations of the measuring devices [14]. In 2009, the Air France flight 447 
scheduled from Rio de Janeiro to Paris and did not make it to its final destination. Instead 
it crashed over the Atlantic, costing the lives of all 228 passengers and crew on board. It 
was reported that the pitot tubes were obstructed by ice crystal which led to a 
disconnection of the autopilot in addition to an incorrect reaction of the crew caused the 
aircraft to stall and did not recover [15]. This tragic event illustrate once again of the icing 
problematic.  
Aerospace companies have developed ice protection technologies since the first day of 
aviation with the aim to mitigate the consequences of aircraft icing and to be able to fly in 
all weather conditions [16, 17, 18]. Since then, anti-\ and de-icing systems are in constant 
development, to keep flying safe, but also to reduce the costs associated with the high 
fuel consumption and with ice protection systems for better environmental sustainability. 
Ongoing research attempts to develop functional passive ice shedding coatings to 
implement along with active ice protection systems; the aim of combining passive de-icing 
coatings to active de-icing systems is to reduce ice adhesion and ease ice removal [5, 
19, 20, 21]. One of the major challenges engineers are currently facing is to ensure the 
durability of the coatings [22, 23]. Additionally to reduce considerably the adhesion of ice, 
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such coatings must withstand sand and rain erosion, resist aggressive chemicals and 
endure extreme atmospheric conditions [24]. To address the current demand of designing 
reliable icephobic coatings, it is highly important to investigate the process of ice formation 
and the physical properties of ice formed under simulated flight conditions.  
Literature and experimental data suggest that there is still a gap in understanding the 
mechanical behavior and the adhesion of ice in real applications [25, 26]. Additionally, it 
is not possible to date to compare data obtained across different laboratories, since there 
is no established standard testing procedure and no cross-calibration methods employed 
among all researchers in this field who are all using home built apparatus that on top 





1.2 Thesis Objectives 
The aim of this study is to develop ice adhesion testing methodologies to ensure that the 
data obtained with the same or similar test rigs from different facilities could be cross-
validated. Consequently, it opens the possibility to create a database of sample 
characterizations. Figure 1-2 demonstrates the project scopes. 
 
Figure 1-2: Project scope. 
Thesis goals (Figure 1-2): 
1. Design and implement a versatile Mode I ice adhesion test  
2. Validation of the new Mode I test rig by testing reference surfaces 
3. Correlate data of the new Mode I test with results from the cantilever bending test 
4. Optimize testing recommendations   
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1.3 Thesis Organization 
The thesis is organized into five chapters. A brief description of each chapter is presented 
below. 
Chapter 1 -  Introduction 
To begin, a literature review of the icing problematic is presented, with a focus on the 
topics related to aerospace industry. The reason of performing this research is justified 
and the objectives are listed.  
Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
Theoretical background is presented in this chapter about ice accretion on aircraft, the 
risks associated with icing, conventional techniques used to prevent ice formation and to 
remove ice once it is accreted on the surface of an aircraft. Moreover, information on the 
topics of icephobic engineered surfaces are presented, and the procedure of testing 
surfaces according to their  surface characteristics are used to select the potential 
candidates for icing wind tunnel tests. A review from the research done from previous 
authors about the Mode I test and other methods to measure the ice adhesion is also 
presented after introducing the mechanics of failure. A summary of the influences of the 
adhesion strength of ice to a surface is discussed. The framework of this project is clarified 
at the end of the chapter. 
Chapter 3 - Materials & Methods 
In this chapter, the iCORE (icing and Contamination Research facility) is presented along 
detailed specifications about the icing wind tunnel used to perform the tests in this project, 
and the experimental procedure of the Mode I test. A main part of the study is to 
implement a new testing rig, therefore, the design of the new setup is explained by 
presenting each subsystem. The manufacturing and preparation of the samples to be 
studied and the approach to characterise them are summarized.  
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Chapter 4 -  Results & Discussion 
The Mode I test rig developed in the framework of this thesis was tested to verify its 
functionality. This was done by repeating icing test with samples that were previously 
studied with the bending cantilever test. This chapter covers the testing procedure and 
the results obtained from the sample characterisation and the icing wind tunnel tests for 
the Mode I test and for the bending cantilever test. After each result, a paragraph is 
dedicated to the observations deriving from the obtained data and to the scientific theory. 
The hypothesis of possible measuring errors are given for the performed experiments.  
Chapter 5 -  Overview and Future Work 
The final chapter summarizes the work done designing and testing a new test rig with an 
emphasis of the obtained results. An outlook of possible upgrades of the Mode I test and 




Chapter 2 -  Literature Review 
Icing is a complex phenomenon and ice characteristics on a surface is affected by many 
factors. The atmospheric conditions (e.g., formation of clouds), wind speeds, and 
precipitation have an impact on the icing severity, ice type and accretion rate [12, 27]. 
The complexity of icing on surfaces depends on many factors including the surface 
chemistry, surface topography, wetting behavior, ice type, temperature, and liquid water 
content (LWC) [17, 28]. However, the data associated with ice adhesion strength in many 
cases are contradictory due to the fact that the mechanism of ice formation and adhesion 
is not fully understood yet [26, 29]. This chapter intends to compile the results from diverse 
investigations about ice adhesion strength by describing methodologies and properties of 
the studied surfaces.  
2.1 Aircraft Icing and Frost Formation 
Ice formation on surfaces of aircraft are sometimes inevitable and can be the source of 
catastrophic failures or events [30, 10]. In order to develop new anti-\ and de-icing 
technologies, one must understand how icing is initiated and all the variables that come 
into play — thermodynamics, heat transfer, fluid dynamics, surface chemistry and 
topology [21]. In the following paragraphs, the source of ice formation, type of clouds, 




Figure 2-1: Circulation of water within the Earth’s hydropshere. Rain, snow, dew and fog are 
forms of precipitation [31].  
As shown in Figure 2-1, atmospheric icing, as a part of the hydrological cycle, is a form 
of precipitation encountered in cold climates and high altitudes. Water vapor condenses 
in the atmosphere and forms clouds as it cools. Ice or snow is formed in cold climates 
when the droplets of condensed water droplets are too heavy to remain in the atmosphere 
and fall to Earth as precipitation. Icing events are also influenced by elevated regions and 
hills and mountains, since the ambient temperature decreases when the altitude 
increases. In addition, the type of clouds will influence the severity of icing that affects 
aircraft flying. Dry clouds have a low potential for aircraft icing since the humidity level is 
low. On the contrary, wet clouds are characterize by a significant amount of moisture 




Figure 2-2: Aviation icing hazard environment [32].  
Ice accretion adversely affects the control and overall performance of the aircraft and can 
occur on ground or in-flight. Environmental conditions directly alter the type of ice formed; 
depending on the meteorological conditions the size of the droplets changes, affecting 
the growth rate of ice and the collision with airframes (Figure 2-2). When the temperature 
of the water droplets in the cloud or air is below 0 °C, the water droplets supercool [21, 1, 
33]. When a droplet is in the supercooled state (i.e., droplet that remains in the liquid 
phase below freezing point), it is in a metastable state; thereby, since the droplet is 
thermodynamically unstable, it can easily and quickly change phases from liquid to solid 
[21, 26]. Above 8 000 ft, icing is not common due to the fact that the droplets in the clouds 
are already frozen and ice crystals do not accrete on the cold airframe [34, 35, 36]. 
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Depending on the weather conditions, atmospheric icing can be divided into precipitation 
and in-cloud icing. Rime, glaze and mixed ice are the types of in-cloud ice that adheres 
to the airframe skin [34, 37]. Snow and frost formation are precipitation icing that also lead 
to problems in the aviation industry and can adhere to all surfaces of the aircraft. 
  
Figure 2-3: Rime (left) and glaze (right) ice [38]. 
Rime ice (left of Figure 2-3) is characterized by its milky white color [10]. It occurs when 
supercooled liquid water droplets freeze when impacting a surface having a sub-zero 
temperature [1, 33, 34]. This type of ice is usually brittle and is typically formed with a 
slow accumulation rate and the water droplets freeze almost instantaneously after 
impacting the surface. Air is captured between the small ice particles creating a 
roughness and opaque appearance. The air pockets trapping induces a low density of 
the ice which enhances its removal by de-icing systems. Thereby, rime ice has a rough 
appearance and tends to follow the silhouettes of the surface [10]. As shown in Figure 
2-4, rime ice tends to accrete in low temperatures of -20 ºC to -10 ºC [34].  
Glaze ice (right of Figure 2-3) tends to form from freezing rain which occurs when liquid 
water droplets freeze on contact with a surface with temperatures below 0 ºC [34]. This 
results in smooth, transparent, solid ice with little to no air pockets – thus a higher ice 
density – due to gradual freezing when a water droplet impacts the freezing surface [10]. 
Due to its high density and high accretion rate, glaze can lead to severe problems [27, 
33]. In contrast to rime ice, glaze ice does not follow the contours of the surface but rather 
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tends to form upper and lower ‘horns’ [10].  
Mixed ice is a combination of rime and glaze ice and it is commonly encountered in a 
temperature range from -15 ºC to -10 ºC [27]. 
 
Figure 2-4: Type of ice as a function of wind speed vs air temperature [33].  
The different types of clouds according to their relative heights are presented in Figure 
2-5. In the aerospace field, the atmospheric clouds are categorized as continuous and 
intermittent maximum icing [37]. Continuous icing allows MVD values of 15-40 µm while 





Figure 2-5: Type of clouds and their relative heights [39]. 
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Artificial aircraft icing environments are used for certifications and are characterized by 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Regulation 25 Appendix C [40] by defining 
envelops providing maximum probable (99%) icing condition that could be encounter 
when flying [34]. As seen in Figure 2-6, the icing envelopes define the environmental 
conditions as function of temperature, median volumetric diameter (MVD) of droplets and 
liquid water content (LWC) of clouds that an aircraft must penetrate for continuous 
maximum (stratiform) and intermittent maximum (cumuliform) clouds. 
 
Figure 2-6: FAR 25-C curves of LWC vs MVD values for continuous icing representing 
stratiform clouds (left) and intermittent maximum icing representing cumuliform clouds 
(right) [40]. 
An environmental weather condition which can also contribute to ice formation is frost. 
This phenomenon becomes not only a problem on-ground, but also during in-flight 
conditions [41]. Its formation can be due to a desublimation mechanism, or due to 
condensation followed by freezing [30]. Once the supersaturated conditions needed for 
frost to form are reached, the entire surface is affected since frost has no spatial 
preference [30]. Consequently, the effective contact area between ice and the substrate 
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is greater when compared to other processes of ice formation [21]. In fact, even if 
experimental results demonstrated that hydrophobicity and icephobicity are proportional 
in some icing conditions [30], since frost nucleation is not related to surface wettability, 
frost can form on all surfaces of the airframe skin, even on superhydrophobic ones. The 
concern of frost formation in the aviation field illustrates the complexity of the ice adhesion 
behavior phenomena and the reason of pursuing further studies in order to develop new 
engineered surfaces that can prevent and inhibiting the grow of ice in all weather 
conditions.  
 
Figure 2-7: Ice protection systems (IPS). 
The aviation industry is continuously striving to increase safety through the advance of 
cutting-edge ice protection systems (IPS) and other related technologies. As shown in 
Figure 2-7, IPS were developed for aircraft icing mitigation and protection by using 
pneumatic, chemical (coatings), thermal and mechanical methods and are classified as 
passive and active methods [42, 43, 44]. Passive de-icing systems prevent ice formation 
without any external power input or reduce ice adhesion; while active de-icing systems 
do employ electrical, thermal or mechanical energy to remove ice once it is accreted on 
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the aircraft surface (de-icing) [45] or to prevent ice from forming at all (anti-icing). An 
active anti-icing system used in-flight is to use the bleed air from the engine compressor 
to warm up the leading edges surfaces to prevent ice formation. Another example of an 
active de-icing system that is commonly used on small aircrafts are pneumatic de-icing 
boots; by inflating the pneumatic bladders, the accreted ice can be shed in critical 
locations as the leading edges of the airfoil [43]. Active IPS systems require the 
installation of systems (e.g., wires for electrical systems, tubes for the pneumatic system) 
that increases the overall weight and when the systems is turned on the efficiency of other 
components is reduced [46]. Passive systems do not involve power consumption and 
thus are preferred to reduce the costs associated with the energy requirements and with 
the environmental impact [47, 42]. De-icing systems are efficient when there is an ice 
layer with a certain thickness to be removed; since the presence of ice on the aircraft is 
undesirable at all times, passive anti-icing systems have a big advantage for reducing the 
potential icing hazards [45].  
Significant efforts have been dedicated in the past decade to develop icephobic surfaces 
which will repel ice or result in very low ice adhesion strength [48, 24, 49, 23]. Importantly, 
these surfaces should maintain their icephobicity properties for a reasonable lifetime 
under practical icing conditions. This thesis will cover the testing of engineered surfaces 




2.2 Development of Engineered Surfaces 
For some people, the lotus leaf is a symbol of purity due to its self-cleaning properties; 
for many scientists its topology and chemistry is the source of inspiration for developing 
new engineered materials to repel water. 
 
Figure 2-8: (a) Lotus leaves known by its water repellence and self-cleaning properties; (b) 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows the dual-hierarchy structure of micro-scale 
pillars covered by nano-scale bumps, and (c)nano-patterns structures [50].  
The lotus effect is known in the scientific field due to two main characteristics. First, by its 
capability of rolling off water droplets and allowing to remove dirt, if any, without wetting 
its surface. Second, by its hierarchical micro-nano structure (Figure 2-8) [47]. The rough 
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structure of the surface allows to suspend a droplet in contact with the leaf on a trapped 
layer of air in between the surface of the leaf and the droplet. Consequently, the contact 
area and adhesion forces between the water droplet and the surface of the lotus leaf are 
minimized. In addition, the hierarchical structure is naturally coated with a natural wax 
material that allows the water droplet to roll-off easily. The contact angle of pure water on 
the leaf can be higher than 150° [51]. This example from nature inspired the development 
of superhydrophobic materials to be also used in icephobic applications. The current 
challenge of novel surface technologies is the assessment of the durability and protection 
against: rain and sand erosion; thermal exposure; UV light; corrosion and abrasion. 
The meaning of vocabulary related to the topic of surface engineering can vary between 
different reports. Therefore, the basic vocabulary employed in this research will be 
defined as follows:  
 Surface: topmost layer of a physical object (can refer to the uppermost layer of a 
treated material or of the bulk material) 
 Texture: smoothness or roughness of an object’s surface (e.g., polished, flamed 
(after plasma cleaning); sand blasted, etc.) 
 Coating: covering applied to an object’s surface (also known as substrate) which 
can change the properties of substrate (e.g., adhesion of surface, wettability), 
protect surface (e.g., corrosion resistance, sealing), prevent deterioration of 
substrate (e.g., wear resistance) and can have decorative purposes. A wide range 
of different coatings is possible by controlling its composition and the application 
process 
Efforts to mimic the lotus leaf characteristics are still a research topic to develop 
superhydrophobic coatings for many industrial applications. Aerospace surface 
technologists have been using similar natural phenomena to develop new coating 
technologies, but durability of the surface is limiting further progress. Another surface 
coating technology that also aims to diminish the surface adhesion strength is the 
implementation of a lubricating fluid in the coating matrix. Coatings that show noticeable 
anti-freezing characteristics are ultra-smooth lubricant-infused porous surfaces (LIS) and 
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slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces (SLIPS) [21]. 
The liquid layer that is imprisoned in the porosity of the matrix do not allow condensed or 
deposited water to penetrate into the coating, keeping a small ice-substrate contact area. 
While the lubricant liquid layer has significant anti-icing properties, it also limits the life of 
these surfaces. The liquid layer by its nature can also flow out of the porous structure and 




2.3 Droplet Repellency and Mobility 
Ice adhesion characteristics are estimated based on their wetting behavior. When a 
droplet is deposited on a solid surface (metallic or polymer substrate), the interaction is 
known as a wetting. Measuring the liquid-solid interaction helps to experimentally 
characterize the surface properties. The wetting characteristics of a surface can be 
quantified by the static contact angle, CA, the roll-off angle, ROA, and the hysteresis 
contact angle, CAH, [21] of a (mostly water) droplet. The angle θ is measured from the 
contact line formed at the junction of the three phases: solid, liquid and vapor. 
The wetting behavior is idealized into three different models, as shown in Figure 2-9. A 
droplet that impacts a solid surface and remains in its spherical shape, or easily rolls off 










Figure 2-9: Wetting states of a liquid: (a) Young’s or equilibrium state; (b) Wenzel state; (c) 
Cassie-Baxter state [21].  
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In the Wenzel state (Figure 2-9b), the liquid penetrates the voids and as a consequence 
the wetting surface area is larger than it would be for a drop of the same volume and 
apparent angle on an ideal flat solid surface. The apparent CA θ* is defined by the Wenzel 
formula where r represents the roughness [29]: 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃∗ = 𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 Equation 2.1 
In a Cassie-Baxter state, the wetted surface area is smaller since the droplet sits on the 
vapor that has been captured in the voids, as shown in Figure 2-9c. The Cassie-Baxter 
equation includes the solid area fraction of the substrate in contact with the liquid droplet, 
∅𝑠  [29]: 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃∗ =  −1 + ∅𝑠 [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 1] Equation 2.2 
Thus, the desired wettability features for a superhydrophobic surface are a high CA 
(>160°) and a small CAH (best if < 10°). A hydrophobic surface is defined by a CA > 90° 
and an angle < 90° defines a hydrophilic surface. The wettability of a substrate can be 
used as a guide to predict its behavior in icing conditions, but does not always guarantee 
that a superhydrophobic surface is icephobic, too [45]. Superhydrophobic surfaces have 
the further capability of repelling water droplets before they freeze and adhere on the 
surface [21]. Decreasing the contact time of the droplet on the surface therefore 
decreases the probability of a nucleation event to occur [21]. With regard to ice phobic 
coating, it refers to a coating that can prevent or reduce the ice accretion on the surface 
and also decrease the amount of force needed to remove the ice from the surface [24].  
The three-phase equilibrium condition for a water droplet resting on a flat surface is given 
by Young’s equation (Figure 2-9a), which relates the surfaces tensions of the solid/vapor 
(𝛾𝑠𝑣), solid/liquid (𝛾𝑠𝑙), and liquid/vapor (𝛾𝑙𝑣) interfaces to obtain the CA [45]: 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =  
𝛾𝑠𝑣 − 𝛾𝑠𝑙
𝛾𝑙𝑣




Figure 2-10: Average ice adhesion strength on four different silicon wafer surfaces 
(surperhydrophilic to superhydrophobic) — temperature of -15 °C and the speed of the 
probe of the force trasnducer was 0.5 mm/s [49].  
Will a higher water CA decrease the ice adhesion? This common misconception has been 
proved wrong by studying the frost formation and the mechanical interlocking effects on 
the surfaces [30, 17, 23, 49, 52, 50]. Figure 2-10 demonstrates the ice adhesion strength 
results obtained for different wettabilities and it can be noted that a higher CA 
(superhydrophobicity) does not guarantee icephobic behavior [49]. The CA is related to 
the self-cleaning effect and it is a measure of the hydrophobicity of a surface but does 
not, by its own, characterize the icephobic properties of a surface [53]. To completely 
characterise wetting, the drop is studied under the influence of an external force (e.g., 
gravity) (e.g., a sessile drop on a tilting table) by measuring the contact angle of the 
droplet when tilting the surface [44, 23, 45]. As the surface is tilted, the shape of the drop 
starts to become asymmetric until the weight of the drop is higher than the liquid-solid 
adhesive strength and sliding or rolling begins. At that moment, just before the droplet 





Figure 2-11: Liquid droplet on a plate tilting from an zero (a) to an angle that causes the 
droplet to slide (b) (ROA).  
The CAH gives an indication on how mobile the drop is on the surface; thus, it is greatly 
dependent on the surface roughness and heterogeneity [50]. In the case of the presence 
of a defect or impurity on the surface, a pinning point can be observed to the droplet. As 
the contact line moves, due to the pinning point the CAH will an increase and perhaps the 
droplet will stay interlocked to the surface even at 90°. As show in Figure 2-11, the CAH, 
defined as the difference between the advancing, 𝜃𝐴, and receding, 𝜃𝑅 , contact angles 
[54]: 
 𝐶𝐴𝐻 = 𝜃𝐴 − 𝜃𝑅 Equation 2.4 
Ice adhesion greatly depends on the interface characteristics of the droplet with the 
surface, but also on environmental factors such as the humidity and gas flow [21, 45]. 
The environmental conditions can have an effect on the mode of nucleation [21]. Another 
surface characteristic that has an effect on ice adhesion is surface roughness. A rougher 
surface will result in higher ice adhesion strength [55, 56]. Figure 2-12 summarizes the 
results obtained by Koivuluoto et al. of centrifugal adhesion test for polished aluminum 
and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Except for the case of the smooth aluminum plate, 
surfaces with low roughness induces lower ice adhesion [57]. This demonstrate that ice 
adhesion does not solely depend on one wettability characteristics but rather on the CAH, 




Figure 2-12: Ice adhesion vs surface roughness — bending cantilever tests performed at a 
temperature of -3 °C and an airflow of 90 m/s (AP HP: Aluminum samples hand polished, 
AP; AP 01: Aluminum samples with 30 min polishing; AP 02: Aluminum samples with 5 min 
polishing; RS ||: Aluminum reference sample) [55].  
The wettability of a substrate can also be observed from the work, 𝑊𝑎, required to break 
the ice-solid bonds (remove the ice) and is obtained by the thermodynamic work of 
adhesion [45]: 
 𝑊𝑎 =  𝛾𝑠 +  𝛾𝑖 −  𝛾𝑖𝑠 Equation 2.5 
The work of adhesion equation can be further simplified by inserting the Young’s equation 
and assuming that the surface energies of water and ice with the solid are approximately 
the same (𝛾𝑖𝑠 ≈ 𝛾𝑤𝑠) [45]: 
 𝑊𝑎 ≈  𝛾𝑤(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) Equation 2.6 
As observed from the simplified equation (Equation 2.6), the thermodynamic work of 
adhesion of ice can be approximated using the surface tension of liquid water, which is 
similar to the surface energy of solid ice [45]. It can be noted that in the case of a water 
droplet on superhydrophobic surface which will freely roll, the CA will approach 180° and 
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cos(180°) = −1 which results in 𝑊𝑎 = 0. In other words, as the liquid-solid CA decreases 
(the more hydrophobic the surface is), the smaller the work of adhesion becomes.  
 
Figure 2-13: Thermodynamic work adhesion scaled by water surface tension (
𝑊𝑎
𝛾𝑤⁄ ) vs 
water contact angle (𝜃) [45]. 
As previously assumed for Equation 2.6, if comparable interfacial energies of water and 
ice on the solid surface than, the work of ice adhesion (Figure 2-13) is expected to be 
related to the work of water adhesion and thus to wettability properties of water (𝛾𝑤, 𝜃) 
[45].  
2.4 Ice Adhesion Strength 
To study mechanical interaction of ice and solid surfaces, following topics are investigated 
in the scope of the present project: fracture mechanics, fracture modes, principles of 
stresses and planes, ice adhesion mechanism and a review on existing ice adhesion 
testing techniques. The basics of fracture mechanics will explain the behavior observed 
during experiments. Fracture modes are useful for categorizing different failures and 
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understanding the mathematics employed to analyse the results. Once the mathematical 
analysis is completed, the ice adhesion mechanisms theory will help to validate the 
results. Understanding the operation of the apparatus is fundamental to characterise the 
testing procedure and limits.  
2.4.1 Ice Adhesion Mechanisms 
Fundamental understanding of ice adhesion mechanisms is required to have critical 
opinion on icing tests and its results. Ice adheres by physical and chemical processes 
onto the surface. The attachment mechanisms can be divided into three main categories 
[47]: 
 Mechanical clamping: when supercooled water droplets flows around the surface 
features and penetrates into the small cavities before freezing, and gets trapped 
by the expansion of water freezing into ice [58, 59]. A rougher surface tends to 
have more surface features and thus more anchoring points which will increase 
the ice adhesion strength  
 Chemical adhesion: is defined by the covalent and electrostatic interactions 
between electrical charge at the ice surface and the charge induced on a solid 
substrate 
 Thermodynamic: The cohesion of solid ice with liquid water is due to the hydrogen 
bonding between water molecules (hydrogen) and substrate atoms (more 
electronegative atom, e.g., nitrogen, oxygen or fluorine) [60]. The Lifshitz-Van de 




2.4.2 Fracture Modes Principles 
The manner in which the force is applied to the body will influence the crack growth. The 
three possible modes of deformation at the crack tip shown in Figure 2-14 are the opening 
mode (Mode I), where the tensile stress is normal to the crack plane; sliding mode (Mode 
II), where the shear stress is parallel to the crack plane; and tearing mode (Mode III), 
where the shear stress is not only parallel to the crack plane, but also parallel to the crack 
front. Thereby, in Mode I test the adhesive tensile strength of ice is studied.  
 
Figure 2-14: Modes of crack displacement: (a)Mode I, (b)Mode II, (c)Mode III [61]. 
The way an external force is applied determines how a crack will grow. However, a failure 
between two surfaces (ice and substrate) can result in adhesive, cohesive or mixed 




Figure 2-15: Adhesive and cohesive failure. 
An adhesive bonding failure occurs when there is delamination of the ice from the 
substrate. The attraction of ice and substrate and the interface is the weakest and 
therefore when an external force is applied the two parties come apart.  
Cohesive bonding failure happens when the bonding strength between the ice and the 
substrate is significantly stronger then the bonding attractions within the ice molecules 
and therefore the failure happens within the ice layer.  
When the failure is partially adhesive and partially cohesive, it is said to be called mixed 
failure. This is observed when a region of the substrate still has some ice attached 
(cohesive failure) while other regions are clear of ice (adhesive failure).  
2.4.1 Mechanics of Ice Fracture 
The results from the ice-adhesion tests are better interpreted by understanding some 
simple concept of fracture mechanics. Failures that lead to fracture can happen due to 
distinct causes: the presence of defects in the material, poor design or construction, 
overloading or uncertainties in the loading, or insufficient maintenance. 
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A fracture is defined by the separation of a body into two or more parts when a stress is 
applied [61]. This separation, whose possible sources are discussed earlier in this 
section, is initiated at the location of a discontinuity in the body, also known as a crack 
formation, followed by the propagation of this flow. The mode of fracture is determined by 
the fashion of crack propagation. The two types of fractures are ductile and brittle, as 
illustrated in Figure 2-16. Crack growth is slow in ductile fracture, in conjunction with 
significant plastic deformation. In contrast, brittle fracture happens very quickly, with little 
or no plastic deformation. 
 
Figure 2-16: (a)Pure ductile fracture, (b)Moderate ductile fracture after necking (decrease in 
local cross-sectional area), (c)Pure brittle fracture [61]. 
2.5 Factors Affecting Ice Adhesion Strength 
The ice adhesion strength depends on several factors contributing to its high level of 
complexity. Thus, there is neither a system nor a procedure yet to accurately provide one 
representative measurable for ice adhesion. The available systems aim to relate the ice 
adhesion characteristics to the wettability properties and to different engineered surfaces.  
A droplet that impacts a solid surface and remains in its spherical shape, or easily rolls 
off when the surface is tilted, tends to determine if the surface has hydrophobic 
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characteristics and to what extent. Thus, the desired wettability features for a 
superhydrophobic surface are a high CA (>160°) and a ROA as small as possible (best if 
< 10°). A hydrophobic surface exhibits and CA above 90° while the CA of a hydrophilic 
surface is below 90°. 
 
 
Figure 2-17: Factors affecting ice adhesion strength.  
The major factors influencing the ice adhesion to a surface are illustrated in Figure 2-17. 
The nature of the ice (sea, tap or demineralized water) will disturb the structure of ice. 
The temperature of the droplets and the temperature of the substrate surface can 
contribute to the locked thermal strain energy. The cloud characteristics will induce 
different type of ice growth. Higher velocity of droplets impacting the surface induces 
stronger interlocking of the droplets onto the surface. The material characteristics affect 
the ice strength depending on the surface roughness, the porosity, the stiffness, etc. The 
surface roughness can mechanically influence the ice adhesion since the water droplets 
can slide into the asperities and become interlocked as freezing, which means that a 
higher force will be required to detach the ice from the surface. Different water droplet in 
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size will interact different with a same substrate. If the water droplets are significantly 
smaller compared to the surface roughness of the substrate, they are likely to have a 
higher tendency to go into the asperities of the surface and become interlock due to the 
expansion as a result of freezing. Thus, hydrophilic surfaces lead to higher ice adhesion. 
In addition, there is a tendency for the sample substrate to have a higher ice adhesion 
strength for the glaze ice condition. As mentioned in previous section, glaze ice is known 
to have a higher density compared to rime ice, which is seeded with air pockets. 
Characterizing the wettability characteristic of a surface by measuring the contact angles 
and surface roughness, allows to later establish a prediction factor, if any, to determine if 
a sample will be promising under the icing wind tunnel (IWT) tests by looking at its contact 
angles and surface roughness. Some of the most common ice adhesion tests will be 




2.6 Review of Ice Adhesion Testing Approaches 
Ice adhesion depends on several factors that are covered in previous sections, which 
contribute to its high level of complexity. Thus, there is neither an unique system nor a 
procedure yet established to accurately measure the ice adhesion strength for all weather 
conditions. The available systems aim to relate the ice adhesion characteristics to the 
wettability properties and to different engineered surfaces. 
2.6.1 Centrifuge Adhesion Test (CAT)  
A coupon of the surface to be investigated is installed at one end of the beam as shown 
in Figure 2-18 and to achieve balance, a counter weight is installed on the other end. Ice 
is formed on top of the surface and the beam is spun inside a close chamber at a constant 
increasing angular velocity, ω, until the ice separates from the surface. Piezoelectric cells 
installed on the walls of the chamber detects the moment that the ice hit the surface. 
Assuming uniformly distributed shear stress at the ice-surface interface, the shear 
strength of the ice is derived through mathematical calculations. The centrifugal force can 
be obtained from the mass of the ice, m, the radius of rotation, 𝑟𝑅,: 
 𝐹 = 𝑚𝑟𝑅𝜔
2 Equation 2.7 
A drawback is that the ice is grown outside the testing rig, and thus it must be manipulated 
from the support to install it on the CAT prior testing. This can introduce mechanical 
variations to each sample. If the transfer of the ice is done in a cold chamber, thermal 
stresses will create little or no variations within the samples. Also, since the ice is sprayed 
onto the surface, the ice shape is difficult to control which brings other variations to the 




Figure 2-18: (a) Centrifuge setup of aluminium sample: 1) Candidate coating, 2) Beam, and 
3) Counter weight. (b) Ice coupon (glaze ice) [62].  
2.6.2 Mode I (Tensile) Adhesion Test 
Andrews and Stevenson were interested in studying cohesive and adhesive fracture of 
epoxy in plane strain conditions to overcome the uncertainties of plane stress 
experiments [63]. The critical pressure required to initiate a crack is obtained and then it 
can be translated to the critical energy release rate or fracture energy [64]. As shown in 
Figure 2-19, oil was pumped and stabilized by a nitrogen filled pressure accumulator. An 
induced bubble trapped in the high pressure tubing acted as a pressure fluid to initiate 
the crack in the sample holder. The pressure was continuously measured by the 




Figure 2-19: Andrews & Stevenson [63] test rig setup illustration.  
Andrews and Lockington applied the testing methodology to measure the ice strength on 
stainless steel, titanium and anodised aluminum samples [64]. As illustrated in Figure 
2-20, the ice was casted on a circular and hollow substrate. The inner hole of the substrate 
was covered by a small PTFE disk with a thickness of 250 µm due to its non-adhering 
properties, which would act as a defect and initiate crack formation once pressure was 




Figure 2-20: Andrews & Lockington [64] test preparation (left), ice casting (middle) and ice 
fracture (right) (PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene).  
It was observed that fracture energy measured strongly depends on the amount of air 
trapped in the ice. Another obtained result was the transition of cohesive to adhesive 
fracture (Figure 2-21) depends on the pressure loading rate (fracture energy increases at 




Figure 2-21: Fracture energy vs test temperature diagram showing cohesive-adhesive 
failure transition [64].  
The following equation is based on the Young’s modulus of ice, E, the critical pressure 





 Equation 2.8 
The fracture energy is inversely proportional to the f-factor, which depends on the ratio of 
defect size and ice thickness, c/h the fracture mode, n, and the Poison’s modulus of ice, 
𝜈: 






















 Equation 2.9 




The Mode I fracture toughness, KIC, can be obtained from the fracture energy [64]: 
 𝐾𝐼𝐶 = √
𝐹𝐸 ∗ 𝐸
1 − 𝜈2
 Equation 2.10 
The tensile strength is based on the average grain size, ag, and the fracture toughness 
[65, 38]:  
 𝜎𝑇 =
𝐾𝐼𝐶
√𝜋 ∗  𝑎𝑔
 Equation 2.11 
Based on previous investigation, the values for the Poisson’s ratio and the Young’s 
modulus used were 0.31 and 8.5 GPa, respectively [38, 64, 66]. Since it is not possible 
to obtain the grain size from the microstructure pictures, the size of the defect is assumed 
to also be the grain size [38], which is a reasonable assumption according to research.  
Hammond integrated this test to perform ice adhesion studies in an environment 
mimicking in-flight conditions simulated inside a running icing wind tunnel [38]. As 
illustrated in Figure 2-22, Hammond adapted the Mode I test system to perform 
experiments inside the icing wind tunnel by using nitrogen gas instead of an oil fluid to 
pressurize the specimen in order to initiate a crack and implemented the use of a vacuum 




Figure 2-22: Hammond’s [66] test preparation (left), ice formation in IWT (middle) and ice 
fracture (right) (PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene, IWT: Icing Wind Tunnel).  
Adhesive and cohesive fractures were measured on aluminium, nickel and titanium 
samples from rime to glaze ice. Hammond observed that more energy was required to 
crack the ice as the temperature was lowered and a cohesive fracture occurred more 
often. This adapted test allowed to achieve reproducible tests inside the icing wind tunnel, 
which eliminated the thermal stress induced to the ice when manipulated outside a cold 
chamber as in the Andrews and Lockington test procedure. The pressure rate is also a 
controlled parameter which allows to regulate the applied load rates.  
To insure plain strain conditions, Andrews and Lockington [64] derived the equation to 
obtain the fracture energy after studying the adhesion level of ice and concluded that the 




Figure 2-23: Influence of ice thickness and defect size (h/c) in inverse of the f-factor. Defect 
size was considered to be 3 mm, adhesive fracture was assumed and the thickness was 
varied to find plain strain conditions within ice [67].  
Moncholi performed icing studies in the Cranfield University laboratory and shows that at 
a 2.5 ratio the value of 1/f is not significantly affected as the thickness increases (Figure 
2-23) [67]. The inverse of the f-factor is proportional to the fracture energy, thus by 
assuming a defect radius of 3 mm, it is observed that the effect of ice thickness does not 




2.6.3 Mode II (Shear) Ice Adhesion Test 
Developed at Cranfield University [38], the shear strength test rig (Figure 2-24) works by 
the principle of pushing the accreted ice by the movement action of a plunger. The 
measured pressure needed to move ice accreted in the running icing wind tunnel is used 
into the finite element analysis allowing to calculate the shear strength. 
 
Figure 2-24: Schematic diagram of the shear (Mode II) test jig [38].  
The test rig is placed at a 45° to the flow stream. When running a test, the ice will cover 
all the test rig and the moving parts must be blocked. In addition, since the ice will be 
formed on the sample and the plunger, the ice adhesion will not only be from the sample 
but also from the plunger. In addition, after running each test, the complete pressurization 
system must be purged manually which increases the testing time.   
2.6.4 Cantilever Bending Test 
An alternative method for studying ice adhesion was developed at the Airbus CRT 
facilities by accreting ice in an icing wind tunnel on a rectangular beam and investigating 
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the harmonic excitation with an electromagnetic shaker. The vibrations initiates the ice-
substrate interfacial debonding. The analytical model was developed by Strobl et al [68]. 
As seen in Figure 2-25, beam theory is used to calculate the neutral axis (denoted N.A. 
in Figure 2-25) of the ice-substrate beam and the maximum magnitude of the internal 
shear stress can be obtained. The eccentricity e of the ice-metal composite beam is given 
by: 
 













Where hal and hice are the thickness of the beam (in this case made of aluminum) and the 
ice respectively, Eal and Eice are the Young’s moduli of the beam and ice layer.  
 
Figure 2-25: (a) Side view of aluminum beam with ice accreted and resultant normal (σ) 
and shear (τ) stresses as a reponse of an external load (F) application. (b) Cross-section of 
the aluminum beam with ice accreted on top [68].  
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is employed to obtain the displacement and resultant internal 
stresses as a response of an external load application. It is assumed that the cross section 
of the beam is homogenous and rectangular and that the cantilever is initially undeformed: 
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 𝐸𝐼𝑦 =  
𝑑4𝑤(𝑥)
𝑑𝑥4
= 𝑞 Equation 2.13 
Where E is Young’s modulus of the material of the beam, Iy is the second moment of area 
of the cross section about the y-axis, w(x) is the deflection of the beam at a position x 
along the x-axis and q is the distributed load.  




 Equation 2.14 
Where Q is the transverse shear force, E is the young modulus, Sy is the first moment of 
area, EI is the bending stiffness of the beam and b is the width of the beam.  




2(𝑥 − 𝑙)(ℎ𝑎𝑙 − |𝑒|)
 Equation 2.15 
Where 𝜀𝐸𝐹𝐴𝑙 is experimentally measured by a strain gauge and represents the strain at 
the extreme fiber at the bottom layer of the aluminum beam, x is the distance separating 
the center of the strain gauge and the end of the beam that is clamped, l is the length of 
the composite beam, h is the measure of thickness, e is the eccentricity.  









= 0  Equation 2.16 
Where ρ is the density, Iy is the second moment of area of the cross section about the y-
axis, A is the cross sectional area of the beam and w(x,t) is the bending displacement at 
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a position x and time t. The first resonance frequency of the cantilever beam gives the 
maximum dynamic bending stress and is obtained by: 
 𝑓1 ≈ 0.560√
𝐸𝐼𝑦
𝜌𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐4
  Equation 2.17 
Where losc is the free oscillating length of the beam.  
The drawbacks of this test are that the stress concentrations at the edges of the substrate 
material are not taken into consideration. In addition, the analytical solution assumes a 
constant cross sectional area for the ice layer, which differs from the reality since the 
thickness of the ice is a maximum at the center of the beam and decreases near the ends.  
2.6.5 Summary of Ice Adhesion Data from Literature 
Anti-\ and de-icing methods are been used in various industries to lower the ice adhesion 
and to remove ice once it is accreted on a surface. The development of engineered 
surfaces to mitigate the ice adhesion problem has gained popularity with the years. The 
values presented in the literature obtained from ice adhesion testing for aluminum 
samples are presented in Table 2-1. The best values are found from CAT and the 
adhesion strength measured was less than 1 kPa. Significant higher values of 2 800 kPa 
was measured by bending cantilever test. The measuring techniques for ice adhesion 
testing can greatly affect the result obtained. Each testing rig will create a failure in a 
different manner e.g., by using an external compressive or tensile load, by using 
centrifugal forces, etc. Even when comparing results obtained by the same measuring 
technique, the absolute number of the ice adhesion data cannot be directly compared. 
The sample preparation, surface characteristics of the sample, measuring techniques, 
and experimental data affect the results obtained; thus, the data obtained from 
laboratories experiments is useful to perform a screening with different surfaces. 
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Table 2-1: Summary of ice adhesion results presented in the literature.  
Sample Size 
Ice 
Adhesion Test Ref 
Substrate Description [mm] [kPa] 
Al6061 Mirror-polished 32x50  CAT [62] 
Aluminium Polished 340x30 ~380 CAT [57] 
Al6061 
Polished using 1 μm 
diamond suspension 
25x75x1 1039±117 - [69] 
Al6061 
Sandblasted with a 
medium grit 
25x75x1 1373±130 - [69] 
Al6061 
Sandblasted with a 
coarse grit 














- ~70 [70] 
Aluminium Etched - hydrophilic - ~170 [70] 
Al6061-T6 Polished 340x31.8x6.3 0.780±0.102 
CAT -hard rime 
ice 
[71] 
Al6061-T6 Polished 340x31.8x6.3 0.529±0.119 
CAT – impact 
ice 
[71] 
Al6061-T6 Polished 340x31.8x6.3 0.284±0.083 CAT – clear ice [71] 
Aluminium 
Polished with 220 
grit 
50x50 450±70 Shear testing [72] 
Aluminium 
Polished with 400 
grit 
50x50 390±60 Shear testing [72] 
Aluminium 
Polished with 1000 
grit 
50x50 340±40 Shear testing [72] 
Aluminium 
Polished with 2000 
grit 
50x50 300±60 Shear testing [72] 
Aluminium Mirror finish 50x50 130±60 Shear testing [72] 
Aluminium NeverWet 50x50 420±40 Shear testing [72] 
Aluminium Hydrobead 50x50 370±90 Shear testing [72] 
Al6061-
T6511 
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2.7 Context of Research  
Within the conceptual framework of the above sections, the plan is to develop an 
optimized Mode I test rig adapted for the Airbus CRT facilities. This will allow to 
characterize the ice adhesion of different reference substrates which results will be 
compared with those obtained from the bending cantilever test. As this is an industrial 
project, the goal is to develop a test in order to screen different surfaces in an icing wind 
tunnel as a mean to rank their icephobicity and not to perform fundamental research about 
icing. Having various approaches to study the ice behavior on a surface allows to have a 
more complete understanding of the adhesion mechanisms. The Mode I test will give an 
idea of the tensile strength needed to detach the ice from the surface while the cantilever 
bending test gives the compressive/tensile stresses at the ice-substrate interface. The 
reason of choosing the implementation of the Mode I test in contrast of others possible 
testing devices is due to its simplicity of experimentally procedure and analytical 
computation employed to derive the adhesion strength of ice. The possibility of being able 
to accrete the ice and perform the experiment in the same chamber (in the test section of 
the IWT) without any manipulation required reduces the input of possible influencing 
factors to the adhesion mechanism (thermal stresses). The Mode I test is capable of 




Chapter 3 -  Methodology 
The focus of this study is to implement a new test rig to further contribute to the research 
of ice accretion on engineered surfaces of aerospace applications. The new Mode I test 
setup is described in this section with detailed explanations about the development of 
each of its components. iCORE Airbus testing environment is also presented along the 
related characteristics to the ice adhesion testing. 
3.1 iCORE Icing Wind Tunnel Set Up 
In addition to the wind tunnel conditions (e.g., airflow velocity, test section temperature, 
liquid water content (LWC), and median volumetric diameter (MVD)), the critical pressure 
to break the ice, the type of fracture (adhesive, cohesive or mixed) and ice thickness 
needed to be measured and monitored for each test performed.  
Airbus Central Research & Technology (CRT) has an Aerodynamic Efficient Surface Lab 
equipped with a small-scale icing wind tunnel (Icing and Contamination Research facility). 
Inside the 150x100x500 mm test section, an environment can be recreated to mimic in-
flight conditions (Figure 3-1) [74]. The test section is composed by a structural frame and 
four polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) walls with a thickness of 15 mm each. The structure 
made out of three layers of spruce wood (with insulation material) allows modularity of 
sections in addition to simplicity when implementing modifications for new sensors or 
other instruments. The inner walls of the tunnel is varnished to impede moisture to 
degrade the wood. The envelope of the total temperature and airflow velocities ranges is 




Figure 3-1: iCORE icing wind tunnel [75].  
Temperature, airflow speed in the test section, and LWC are the principal icing 
parameters controlled in such an environment. The closed loop icing wind tunnel consists 
of a circuit where air is pulled by a centrifugal fan (DMVL-710-1-75) 22 kW [76] controlled 
by a variable frequency drive with a range of 0 to 50 Hz (generating a range airflow speeds 
in the test section from 0 to 150 m/s). Controlled speeds up to Mach, Ma, 0.45 can be 
reached in the test section [77]. Low temperatures reaching down to -30 °C are induced 





Figure 3-2: Operation envelope of iCORE for closed and open loop configuration [78].  
The experiments carried out in this project intend to mimic the ice conditions which lead 
to elevated risk of ice formation according to the Appendix C [35]. The conditions used 
for the testing of this project are a temperature of -20 ºC and -5 ºC, LWC varying in the 
range from 0.3 to 1.0 g/m3 with a MVD of 20 µm (Table 3-1). 
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The velocity is continuously monitored upstream in the test section by a pitot-static tube 
(PAA-8-KL) [79]. This measuring instrument is placed at a distance of 20 mm from the 
bottom wall of the test section upstream the testing model. By assuming a steady and 
incompressible flow, the total (stagnation), pt, and static pressure, pst, are measured with 
the pitot-static tube instrument. The speed of the airflow, V, is derived from those 
pressure, the isentropic exponent of air, k, the static- and total temperature, Tst Tt, the gas 
constant, R, and Mach number [80, 81]: 
















 Equation 3.2 
 𝑉 = 𝑀𝑎 √𝑘 𝑅 𝑇𝑠𝑡 Equation 3.3 
 
Figure 3-3: Atomizers arrangement in the wind tunnel [82].  
The section upstream of the converging section is comprised of three atomizers 
horizontally mounted in a 3D printed NACA airfoil (Figure 3-3), which recreate a cloud in 
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the testing chamber. Each atomizer (Figure 3-4) is connected to a source of nitrogen air 
and de-ionized water controlled by a mass flow controllers. De-ionized water is pure and 
should not contain any contamination decreasing the chances of having icing nuclei. To 
avoid freezing of the water lines when performing icing experiments, the water pipes are 
maintained at a temperature of above zero by the heating cables contouring them. The 
water-, Pw, and air-, PA, pressure are varied to achieve the different, target cloud 
conditions. 
 
Figure 3-4: Pressure spray SUJ12A, internal spray and round spray [82].  
The LWC is defined by the total mass of water content in all the liquid cloud droplets within 
a unit of volume of cloud [40] and can then be estimated for the testing conditions with 
the following equation; where K is a derived function depending on each spray 
configuration and V is the freestream airspeed at the test section [81]:  
 𝐿𝑊𝐶 = 𝐾
√𝑃𝑤 − 𝑃𝑎
𝑉
 Equation 3.4 
The MVD defines the droplet size in terms of the volume of sprayed liquid [40] and by 
definition is the midpoint droplet size where half of the sprayed volume is made up of 
drops with diameter smaller than the median and half with larger than the median value. 
The nozzles are calibrated with particle image velocimetry (PIV) allowing to predict during 
testing the MVD by the water and air pressures [81].  
The iCORE can mimic clouds with LWC from 0.2 to 1.5 g/m3 and MVD values from 10 to 
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40 µm. Previous calibration, which results are shown in Figure 3-5, demonstrated that the 
iCORE testing capabilities satisfy the acceptance values of icing wind tunnels, which 
defines an uniform icing cloud as the area where the LWC does not vary from the 
centerline by more than ±20% [81]. A cloud uniformity can be obtained in the central part 
as shown in Figure 3-5 where in the vertical position between -10 to 5 mm the LWC values 
are converged between 0.5 to 0.7 g/m3.  
 
Figure 3-5: LWC measurements at different vertical positions in the iCORE icing wind tunnel 
— wind speed of 90 and 120 m/s, 22 µm MVD [83].  
The spray system of the iCORE was characterized by shadowgraphy and the results are 
shown in Figure 3-6 [78]. The LWC is regulated by the pressure of the three mass flow 
controllers and the nitrogen pressure since it cannot be measured during a test; thus, the 
LWC can vary from 0 to 50 cm3/min. The MVD is more stable in the middle of the test 
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Figure 3-6: MVD measurements at different horizontal positions in the test section of the 
iCORE — wind speed of 45 and 145 m/s at ambient temperature [78].  
In section 2.6, the Mode I test developed by previous researchers is mentioned along with 
the fundamentals of their testing approach. Different components were studied in isolation 

















Horizontal positions in the test section
45 m/s; 3 ccm 100 m/s; 3 ccm 45 m/s; 6 ccm
100 m/s; 6 ccm 45 m/s; 9 ccm 100 m/s; 9 ccm
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3.2 Mode I Test Design 
The test rig design is based on the blister test [66], which consists of a pressurised system 
(Figure 3-7), data acquisition, and a sample with a 30 mm diameter and an inner hole of 
4 mm in diameter. The dimension of the sample was a requirement from the client. It is 
based on the concept that ice is accreted on one surface of the sample in the icing wind 
tunnel, and the required pressure needed to break the ice through the small orifice of the 
sample is the adhesion force.  
 
Figure 3-7: Mode I system diagram; the blue boxes represent the pressurized system, the 
orange represents the data acquisition system and the green is the Mode I test.  
Vacuum pumps and vacuum generators can administer negative, or sub-atmospheric, 
pressure for a wide range of applications. As presented in Chapter 2.6.2, the Cranfield 
University Mode I test employs a vacuum force that is only required for holding the PTFE 
disk on the sample at the beginning of the experiment [38, 67]. The sample is glued on 
the sample holder. The vacuum is produced by removing gas molecules from a delimited 
volume, hence reducing the particle density. The vacuum system that employs the gas-
capture principle requires periodic maintenance since it becomes saturated due to stored 
gas over a certain period.  
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3.2.1 Sample Holder Mechanism Action and Design Evolution 
In order to avoid the need to use a small PTFE disk, different approaches where studied 
to find the best solution. The goal is to diminish the preparation and event time by 
eliminating the step of cutting and installing of small disks. Initially, the objective was to 
employ a catheter as used in the medical field. The contacted suppliers were unable to 
produce a catheter able to withstand a temperature of -50 degrees Celsius (°C) and a 
pressure range of 0-100 bar. Subsequently, companies that produce inflating bags were 
contacted. However, a solution which would inflate through a 4 mm diameter was needed, 
which was unrealistic for the contacted companies to supply. Providers of pneumatic 
booting system were then contacted. However, they could not provide simply one part of 
their equipment since they only sold the unit as a whole. Going back to the basics, a thin 
elastomer (i.e., piece of rubber balloon) were tested to study their behavior under 
pressure and cold conditions. First, three balloons where inflated and left in a freezer at -
35 °C. No change was observed through two days, and therefore they withstood icing 
conditions without cracking or deteriorating. Pressure tests were performed on the 
balloons to see if they could inflate through a small orifice of 4 mm in diameter using an 
air source with a maximum pressure of 10 bar. It was found that the best setup was 
obtained by using the small tube with an outside diameter of 3 mm. 
    
(a) Pohotograph of 
3D printed 
prototype.  
(b) Side view. (c) Front view. (d) Prototype setup with 
ice. 
 
   




A prototype was designed and 3D printed in order to perform the first tests with ice on the 
samples as shown in Figure 3-8. This study was performed to validate the functioning of 
using a thin elastomer to initiate the crack instead of using a PTFE disk. A maximum 
pressure of 10 bar was used instead of the needed 100 bar; therefore, the thickness of 
the ice was less than the required amount for the Mode I test calculations. Nevertheless, 
this temporary setup allowed for quick tests and observations of the thin elastomer 
material placed behind the sample. As expected, after each test, the thin elastomer 
needed to be replaced since the pressure shock would rupture it. It corresponded 
perfectly to the two roles the PTFE disk had for the other laboratory Mode I test which are 
to impede ice accretion in the pneumatic tubes and to act as a crack initiator. These tests 
confirmed the functionality of the design concept by having the edges of the sample 
covered by the sample holder and implementing a thin elastomer instead of PTFE disk 
with the vacuum system. 
3.2.2 Sample Holder Experimental Rig Design 
The sample holder prototype was further optimized in SolidWorks 2016 in order to 
prepare the technical drawings for the technicians in the machine shop of Airbus. Two 
reasons explain why only one sample can be tested at the time. Firstly, when inserting 
new objects into the testing chamber, it is important to ensure that there would not be an 
airflow blockage. Secondly, when the ice accretes on the sample, depending on the 
conditions, the ice might grow around the sample and on the sample holder and stands. 
If there would be two sample holders, one beside the other, the ice might grow in a way 
where it would be connected to both samples and the test would be invalid. Therefore, a 
certain distance (that can be known from trial-and-error only) must be kept between each 
sample to avoid this occurrence. The final design of the Mode I test is shown in Figure 




Figure 3-9: CAD drawing of the cross-section view of final design of Mode I test.  
 
Figure 3-10: Side view of Mode I test sample holder with fitting for pressurized system 
connection.  
As shown in Figure 3-11, the three main parts are: the sample holder, the sample, and 
the holding cap. By having a hollow cap, there is no need to glue the sample on the 
sample holder, which eliminates preparation steps. Also, when the test campaign is 
completed, the sample can be easily removed without any treatment or tools. While the 
testing time is decreased by installing the sample by adjusting the holding cap, further 
testing should be done to investigate the effect of the geometry and dimensions 




Figure 3-11: Sample holder’s components.  
As a means of stability when performing experiments at high speeds, the stands are 
secure in the sample holder by interference fitting. The base of the stands goes half way 
the bottom test section wall and then there are screws coming from the outside of the test 
section into the stands. On the right side of the sample holder, there is a fitting that is 
screwed in. This is the connection to the pressurized system, and the fitting can withstand 
300 bar of pressure. 
Further improvement of the design of the sample holder can be achieved by changing the 
material of the holding cap. Since there is a lip of the holding cap superimposing the 
tested substrate, it could affect the adhesion of the ice result. Ideally, the strength of ice 
adhesion on the lip of the holding cap should be weaker than the one ice adhesion from 
the substrate to insure the result obtain is coming from the substrate. Nevertheless, as 
the Mode I test is a comparative test, the results obtained do not have a representative 
value when taken in absolute and therefore one can still characterize different samples 
by ranking their icephobicity results even though there is the lip of the holding cap present. 
This is a constant factor and it is expected to behave the same on each experiment. 
However, this test rig can only measure ice adhesion strengths of surfaces that are higher 
of the adhesion strength of the ice from the side of the lips of the sample cap. 
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3.2.3 Pressurized Gas System 
The pressurized system is required to input a controlled force in order to break the ice 
accreted on the sample while performing experiments. Due to the high pressure of 100 
bar required for the Mode I test, the gas cylinder must be higher. The different 
components of this subsystem are described in this section.  
 
Figure 3-12: Pressurized system diagram.  
As seen in Figure 3-12, the gas cylinder is the supply of nitrogen air. The cylinder used 
for the nitrogen gas is a Genie® from Linde, that can withstand up to 300 bar of pressure 
and has a capacity of 20 liters (L) (5,28m3 for nitrogen gas) [84]. A pressure regulator with 
an input of 300 bar with a maximum output pressure of 100 bar is then connected to the 
cylinder head. A second control stage installed on the first pressure regulator is also of 
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300 bar with maximum pressure of 100 bar. The safety valve can handle up to 130 bar, 
but is regulated to 100 bar. As in many systems, a failure often occurs at the weakest 
point; therefore, all the hoses and fittings can withstands 300 bar of pressure to ensure a 
safe environment for the users.  
A pressurized cylinder can cause serious injuries leading to death if not properly handled. 
To diminish the operating risk of the pressurized system, a cylinder Genie® from Linde 
was selected since it has its own stand, and in the event that the cylinder falls down, the 
handles are protecting the pressure gages to avoid any dramatic consequences. 
Nevertheless, even though it is a very safe design, it should always be handled and stored 
with care. In case of a fire emergency, fireman should be aware of the presence of a 
pressurized bottle. A sign was installed in the door of the laboratory to indicate the 




3.2.4 Data Acquisition System 
The outputs of the Mode I tests are the critical pressure, the type of failure (adhesive, 
cohesive or mixed) and the thickness of the accreted ice. These are the variables required 
to calculate the tensile strength of ice. The ice thickness is measured by taking a picture 
of the ice accreted on the sample while still in the test section and obtaining the 
approximate thickness by post-processing the image with the image processing program 
Fiji from ImageJ [85]. The type of failure is visually determined. The data acquisition 
system is essential to obtain the critical pressure of the ice failure. As seen in FigFigure 
3-13, the data acquisition system comprises a power supply, a multiprotocol station, the 
pressure sensor and the computer.  
 
Figure 3-13: Data acquisition system diagram.  
The main component of this subsystem is the pressure sensor. The pressure sensor is a 
device that measures an area which has a force being applied to it by measuring the 
deflection change. Different types of sensing devices use a strain gauge or diaphragm, 
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which creates a signal that is sent to the multiprotocol to be processed.  
The different aspects to correctly measure and interpret pressure are summarized here. 
In order to select a proper sensing instrument, the media must be known. For the Mode I 
test, it was previously establish that compressed nitrogen air would be used. Since the 
sensor is not inside the test section of the icing wind tunnel, the pressure sensor is not 
exposed to a corrosive environment. The temperature of the media (nitrogen air) and the 
ambient temperature of the laboratory should remain constant. Therefore, there should 
not be any fluctuation in the obtained results. The sensor is placed after the safety valve 
to avoid any damages from pressure bursts. Pressure spikes can also be avoided by 
always opening the pressure valves slowly. Electrical noises can alter the representation 
of pressure and can be caused by high frequency devices near the sensor, or the wiring 
for the sensor. Therefore, the data acquisition system is isolated from the rest of the 
iCORE devices by installing it on its own stands. 
  
Figure 3-14: Pressure control unit manufactured and assembled by Linde Group. 
The different types of pressure sensors are pressure transducer, transmitter, switch and 
gauge. Pressure gauges are part of the pressurized system as shown in Figure 3-14, and 
they allow a visual representation of the applied force. A pressure switch offers an 
electrical signal when a certain predefined condition is met. Pressure transducers and 
transmitters are used for measuring continuous pressure and typically do not offer any 
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type of visual display. The main difference between the two is that they send different 
signals; a transmitter sends the signals in milliamps, and the transducer sends a signal in 
volt or millivolt. For the Mode I test, the pressure output is required and thus the pressure 
gauge and switch do not correspond to the requirements. Therefore, a pressure 
transducer was chosen for this test. This permitted a device that can withstand a pressure 
range of 0-160 bar and have a G¼ ’’ male thread, which was required for the pressurized 
system. The specs of the chosen sensor are in the Appendix I. The accuracy is ±0.3 % 
Full scale, Best Fit Straight Line (FS BSL) which translates to 160±0.48 bar. 
The compact multiprotocol (Appendix K) is module is required to have an Ethernet 
connection to achieve the fastest transmission rate of 10 megabits per seconds (Mbps). 
The advantage of this multiprotocol is that it only required a supply voltage of 24VDC. 
Such a power supply (Appendix L) can be directly connected to a wall plug and does not 
require installation to the main electrical relay from an electrician.  
The relevant specs of the Multiprotocol TBEN-S2-4I are [86]: 
 Integrated Ethernet switch 
 Shock and vibration tested 
 4 Analog inputs (Thermocouples, Voltage, Current, Resistance or RTD Input) 
 Operating temperature: -40 °C to +70 °C 




3.2.5 Experimental Procedure 
The goal of doing Mode I tests is to obtain the tensile strength required to shed off the 
accreted ice on a surface inside the icing wind tunnel. The development of the Mode I 
test of this thesis is based on the Mode I test used in Cranfield University developed by 
Hammond [66]. In this test, pressurized air is forced through a small aperture which is 
covered by a thin elastomer. The pressurized air initiates a crack grow in the ice or at the 
ice-substrate interface. When a complete failure (i.e., when the ice detaches from the 
surface) occurs, the critical pressure is obtained and used to obtain the ice adhesion 
strength through derived calculations. 
The sample to be studied is installed in the sample holder by inserting a thin elastomer in 
order to cover the small aperture of the pneumatic system, centering the sample on the 
sample holder, and then screwing on the cap. Improperly collecting and handling of the 
samples can lead to procedural errors since the presence of impurities on the surface can 
affect the wettability and ice adhesion results. Thereby, gloves should we wear to avoid 
contamination from the natural oils from the skin and dirt to the sample to be studied. The 
icing wind tunnel is set to the desired conditions and once the airspeed and total air 
temperature are stabilized, the spray system was turned on until the ice thickness became 
approximately 15 mm from visual estimation. The spray system was turned off before 
starting to manipulate the Mode I test system. The data acquisition of the pressurized 
system was turned on, and the pressurized system was slowly opened and was left open 
until the ice shredded off. The type of fracture (adhesive, cohesive, mixed) and the graph 
(Figure 3-15) obtained from the data acquisition system was saved. For each testing 
condition and for each sample, the test is repeated as a minimum three times for each 




Figure 3-15: Pressure versus time graph obtained from IWT testing — Al2024 TSA sample in 
glaze ice conditions.  
Figure 3-15 shows the raw data obtained where the pressure is the force applied by the 
pneumatic system, it can be observed that the pressure increases at a constant rate until 
it reaches a maximum. When the ice is covering the center hole of the tested sample it 
creates a closed-system. The pressure builds up until a maximum where the ice strength 
is weaker than the force applied by the pressure inputted; as a consequence, the ice 
breaks off creating an open-system, which explains the sudden pressure drop illustrated 



























The critical pressure is an electric signal, Volt, in mV obtained by the Modbus Poll 
software [87] and is translated into pressure magnitude through the equation below. The 
pressure range the transducer can withstand is 0 to 160 bar which it is equivalent to 0 to 
100 mV [88].  
 𝜎𝑐 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡 [𝑚𝑉] ∗  
1 [𝑉]
1000 [𝑚𝑉]





The main goal of this thesis was to develop a Mode I test rig to set-up in the iCORE 
facilities. In addition to the already installed bending cantilever test in the iCORE, the 
Mode I test allows having more than one way of performing ice tests campaigns as mean 
to cross-validate the ice adhesion results for screening of different surfaces. Surfaces that 
were previously studied in the bending cantilever test were prepared and investigated 
under the Mode I Test. The goal was to validate the functioning of the new developed test 
equipment. Characterizing the surfaces also allows correlating the ice adhesion results 
obtained with the wetting behavior and to the CAT results. 
3.3.1 Sample Preparation 
As shown in Figure 3-16, the dimensions of the test samples were required to be 30 mm 
in diameter cylinders with an inner hole of 4 mm and a thickness of 1.6 mm, and they are 
directly mounted on the holder where the pneumatic system is centered in the small 
cavity. From a metal sheet with a thickness of 1.6 mm, squares of 33x33 mm were cut. 
Then an inner hole was made by drilling an opening with a diameter of 4 mm. With a lathe 




Figure 3-16: Dimensions of Mode I test samples . 
The material used as a substrate was Al-2024 (Figure 3-17). Aluminum was selected 
since the same aluminium samples were tested previously with the bending cantilever 
test and it is widely used in the literature [47, 89, 17, 23, 90, 38]. The three different 
treatments studied were polished Tartaric Sulphuric Acid (TSA) (Appendix N), polished 
TSA and MecaSurf [91] (Appendix O). 
 
Figure 3-17: Material and surface techniques used for sample preparation of Mode I test.  
Roughly, 30 samples were machined for the reference metal material and those that were 
not treated nor tested are kept for the next testing campaign. Three samples were 
prepared for each treatment to allow having one sample for characterization and two 
others for testing. It also allows having a selection for the best quality sample after 
applying the treatment. 
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3.3.2 Sample Characterisation  
Prior characterisation, all samples were cleaned in the ultrasonic bath (Figure 3-18) for 5 
min in distilled water followed by 5 min in alcohol. Then, the samples were dried with 
nitrogen (N2) air. This will allow to remove all the contamination that might be present on 
the surface due to transport and manipulation. 
 
Figure 3-18: SONOREX UltraSonic bath [92].  
The wettability of each sample was determined by measuring the points of intersection of 
the image (three-phase contact points) of a sessile drop with a volume of 10 µl taken by 
the KRÜSS [93] drop shape analyser in a conditioned room with an ambient temperature 
of 23 °C with a relative humidity of 44% (Figure 3-19). The volume of the droplet was 




Figure 3-19: KRÜSS Drop shape analyser – DSA25 [93].  
In order to analyze the wettability, the CA, CAH and ROA, each data point was repeated 
three times on each sample at different locations to achieve a better average result. An 
example of CA measurements for the case of an hydrophilic (left) and hydrophobic (right) 





Figure 3-20: Sessile droplet (10 µl) on Al2024 TSA (on the left) Al2024 TSA with MecaSurf 
(on the right) from contact angles measurements.  
Surface roughness enhances ice adhesion. Therefore, it is important to have clean and 
impurity-free surfaces in order to reduce the strength of ice adhesion thereon. As a mean 
to relate the wettability properties of a surface to its behavior in the icing wind tunnel, the 
surface roughness is measured with the Hommel-Etamic T8000 R (Figure 3-21). With an 
automated program, the measuring instrument was set to read the profile over a length 
of 2 cm in one log. Three measurements were taken and an average was then obtained 
for each sample for the surface properties (surface profile, Ra, Rz). 
 
Figure 3-21: HOMMEL-ETAMIC T8000 R120-400E Roughness and contour measurement 
[94].   
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Chapter 4 -  Results & Discussion 
The results obtained from the sample characterisation and the icing wind tunnel tests are 
presented and analyzed in this section. The data for the surface repellency, droplet 
mobility and surface roughness is correlated with the ice adhesion results. 
4.1 Sample Characterization Results 
4.1.1 Surface Repellency and Mobility 
The CA, CAH and ROA for the three different samples were obtained to analyze their 
surface wettability. The summary of the measured contact angles is presented along their 
water repelling characteristics in Table 4-1. A droplet that impacts a solid surface and 
remains in its spherical shape, or easily rolls off when the surface is tilted, tends to 
determine if the surface has hydrophobic characteristics and to what extent. Thus, as 
previously mentioned, the desired wettability features for a superhydrophobic surface are 
a high CA (>160°) and a ROA as small as possible (best if < 10°) [17, 23, 53]. A 
hydrophobic surface exhibits and CA above 90° while the CA of a hydrophilic surface is 
below 90°. Superhydrophobic surfaces are in Cassie-Baxter state, which suggest that air 
is captured in the cavities of the surface between the surface and droplet. On the other 
hand, surfaces with high CAH have lower droplet mobility since the droplets will sit deeper 




Table 4-1: Summary of contact angle measurements of Al2024 samples.  
Sample Size CA ROA CAH 
Wetting property 
Test Texture Coating [mm] [°] [°] [°] 
Mode I Ref - ø30x1.6 104 90 33 HB 
Mode I TSA - ø30x1.6 20 87 27 HL 
Bending TSA - 125x13x1.6 59 90 - HL 
Mode I TSA MecaSurf ø30x1.6 97 89 31 HB 
Bending TSA EpiSurf 125x13x1.6 122 90 - HB 
TSA: Tartaric Sulphur Acid anodizing to enhance the attraction to liquid and improve the 
adhesion with the MecaSurf 
CA: Static contact angle 
ROA: Roll-off-angle 





The roll-off-angle for the aluminium samples is approximately 90°. The reference sample 
for Al2024 has an average CA of 104° and when it undergoes TSA anodizing, the surface 
becomes hydrophilic and thereby the CA decreases to 20°. The TSA treatment enhances 
the attraction to another liquid and improves the adhesion with the MecaSurf. The 
MecaSurf on the anodized aluminium increases the CA to 97°.  
The contact angles of the samples for the bending cantilever test previously taken are 
also summarized in Table 4-1. The samples for this test have a rectangular shape of 
125x13x1.6 mm. The characteristics for the Al2024 sample with TSA anodizing and 
EpiSurf, or MecaSurf, are similar for the samples of both tests. On the other hand, the 
aluminium sample treated with TSA and MecaSurf has a high ROA leading to a low 




Table 4-2: Wetting characteristics of aluminium samples from values presented in literature.  
Sample Size CA ROA CAH 
Ref. 
Substrate Description [mm] [°] [°] [°] 
Al6061 Mirror-polished 32x50 57.3±2.8 - ~50 [62] 
Aluminium Polished 340x30 ~66 - ~60 [57] 
Al6061 
Polished using 1 μm 
diamond suspension 




25x75x1 38.1±1.5 - 26.7±1 [69] 
Al6061 
Sandblasted with a 
coarse grit 




- 158.5±2.2 7.5±1.2 - [70] 
Aluminium Etched - hydrophobic - 126.0±1.5 - - [70] 
Aluminium Etched - hydrophilic - 45.2±1.8 - - [70] 
Al6061 Etching - - - 64±2 [48] 
CA: Static contact angle 
ROA: Roll-off-angle 
CAH: Contact angle hysteresis  
Ref: Reference 
According to literature (Table 4-2), high CAH has been reported which signifies a poor 
drop mobility [62, 69]. For a mirror polished aluminium, categorized as reference sample 
in this thesis, the measure CA was 104° which is in line with was founded by Fillion et al. 
for an aluminum polished using a 1 μm diamond suspension [69]. 
4.1.2 Surface Roughness 
The wetting behavior is affected by the surface roughness [55]. The surface roughness 
is the measure of the deviations in the normal direction of the surface, and the 
measurements were done according to ISO4287 (Appendix Q). The arithmetical mean 
deviation of the assessed profile, Ra, and the maximum height of profile, Rz, were taken 
and are shown in Table 4-3. The surface roughness can mechanically influence the ice 
adhesion since the water droplets can slide into the asperities and become interlock as 
freezing which means that a higher force will be required to detach the ice from the 
surface [89, 46]. Different surface roughness can be obtained by employing different 
methods — sand blasting, etching, or coating applications. As an attempt to correlate the 
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sample characteristic to its ice properties, the surface roughness is measured. This allows 
to later establish a prediction factor, if any, to determine if a sample will be promising 
under the icing wind tunnel tests by looking at its contact angles and surface roughness. 
Table 4-3: Summary of surface roughness measurements of Mode I test and bending 
cantilever test samples.  
Sample Size Ra Rz 
Substrate Texture Coating [mm] [µm] [µm] 
Al2024 Ref - ø30x1.6 0.61±0.02 5.36±0.23 
Al2024 TSA - ø30x1.6 0.09±0.01 1.53±0.94 
Al2024 TSA MecaSurf 125x13x1.6 0.16±0.04 1.95±0.47 
TSA: Tartaric Sulphur Acid anodizing to enhance the attraction to liquid and improve the 
adhesion with the MecaSurf 
Ref: Reference 
Ra: Arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed profile 
Rz: Maximum height of profile 
The reference Al2024 has a rougher surface compared with the two other cases that have 
TSA as seen in Table 4-3. The Rz value is the difference between the tallest peak and 
the deepest valley. Higher Rz values suggest a poor droplet mobility since droplets will 




Figure 4-1: Surface roughness vs contact angle of Mode I test samples.  
The influence of surface roughness on the wettability can be observed from Figure 4-1 
where the measured CA are plotted against their respective surface roughness. The 
MecaSurf coating allow to reach a higher CA without affecting the surface roughness 
significantly. On the other hand, Figure 4-2 shows that for all cases the CAH was 
comparable. A lower CAH was expected for the Al2024 TSA MecaSurf compared with 
the reference case. This could be explained by the fact that the MecaSurf was poorly 
applied, or by a poor surface polishing before applying the coating. The large standard 
deviation in the case of Al2024 TSA could be to defects present on the surface. According 
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4.2 Icing Wind Tunnel Tests 
The primary goal of performing ice adhesion test was to validate the overall functioning 
of the Mode I test developed in this thesis. The ice adhesion strength measured with the 
Mode I test are presented for two samples in two different icing conditions (glaze and rime 
ice conditions). Additionally, the ice adhesion strength for similar samples previously 
measured with the bending cantilever test are presented and compared with those found 
with the Mode I test. An analysis of the correlation with the ice adhesion strength and 
wettability behavior is presented. 
4.2.1 Testing the Functionality of Mode I Test Sample Holder 
The sample holder was tested in the icing wind tunnel to study the overall functionality. 
Various test runs were performed in rime and glaze ice conditions without activating the 
pressurized system. Stability of the stands were observed in addition to the ice shape 
created. The sample holder was stable, and no abnormalities were observed. The ice 
shapes grown in both conditions are shown in Figure 4-3 and corresponded to the 
expectations from the literature review [38, 67]. For the rime ice conditions, the ice was 





Figure 4-3: Testing of Mode I test rig in the iCORE.  
The new design differs from the others Mode I test from the sample installation. At 
Cranfield University research laboratory, the sample holder, based on the test described 
by Andrews [63], is a cylinder with an outer diameter of 30mm, inner diameter of 4 mm 
and a length of 30 mm. The cylinders are screwed in transversal bars that are placed in 
the test section. With a test section of a cross area of 760x760 mm, they are equipped 
with pneumatic system for their Mode I test allowing to test eight samples [67, 38]. The 
samples tested in their facilities have outer diameter of 30 mm and inner diameter of 4 
mm, with a 1.6 mm thickness. The samples are glued onto the cylinders with furniture 
glue.  
The new developed Mode I test in the iCORE was successfully set up. Although the 
method of measuring the ice adhesion strength by applying a tensile force is already used 
in other research laboratories, this newly developed test rig is unique in the way the 
sample is secured and the mechanism the force is applied to break the ice. The iCORE 
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Mode I test avoid the complexity of having to glue each time the sample on the sample 
holder and to cut small PTFE disk to cover the pneumatic system, which also removes 
the need of having a vacuum system. In addition, to the screwing cap, there is a flexibility 
of using different thickness for the sample to be tested. 
4.2.2 Results of Ice Adhesion Tests 
The aim of ice adhesion testing was to validate the performance of the Mode I test rig 
developed and not to perform research on parameters affecting ice adhesion values. Two 
Al2024 samples with TSA anodizing and TSA with a surface treatment (EpiSurf or 
MecaSurf) were tested with the Mode I test (Figure 4-4) in order to compare the results 
of the bending cantilever tests (Figure 4-5). The samples were tested in two different icing 
conditions which parameters are presented in Table 4-4. The ice adhesion strength for 
both samples and each test are presented in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 along the error 
distribution.  













[°C] [m/s] [g/m3] [µm] 
Rime -20 50 0.3 20 
Glaze -5 80 1.0 20 
The trend from the Mode I tests result (Figure 4-4) was anticipated, the average tensile 
strength is higher for the Al2024 TSA sample than for the Al2024 TSA MecaSurf sample 
in both icing conditions. MecaSurf is a commercially available surface treatment that has 
the ability of reducing the surface tension of the substrate and consequently preventing 
substances from spreading on its surface. The contact area of the droplet with the surface 
for the Al2024 TSA sample is more than two times larger than the contact area of the 
droplet with the surface of the same sample with MecaSurf coating. As expected from the 
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hypothesis, having a small contact area signifies that the interlocking of the water into the 
surface is smaller, and thus when ice grows on the surface it requires a lower force to 
remove it.  
When considering the effect of type of ice, it can be noticed when looking at Figure 4-4 
that higher average ice adhesion values for glaze ice conditions when compared to rime 
ice.  
 
Figure 4-4: Results of Mode I test experiments in the icing wind tunnel with Al2024 TSA and 
Al2024 TSA MecaSurf.  
The same behavior was observed with the results from the bending cantilever tests for 
only the rime ice conditions. However, an untypical trend was observed for the glaze ice 
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that has the additional surface treatment. There are different reasons that could explain 
this unexpected behavior. One reason could be that the anti-spreading coatings are not 
eternally durable and it might have deteriorated between tests. Since there is not a test 
performed after the application of the coating, there is not a confirmation that it was 
properly applied throughout the whole sample’s surface. The EpiSurf might not have 
properly adhered to the surface.  
 
Figure 4-5: Results of bending cantilever test experiments in the icing wind tunnel with 
Al2024 TSA and Al2024 TSA EpiSurf.  
In the bending cantilever test, the sample goes through 12 icing cycles before being tested 
in glaze ice conditions which results are shown in Figure 4-6 and in Table 4-5. Therefore, 
it could be possible that the sample degrades due to the ice shedding off the surface and 














































Figure 4-6: Results of bending cantilever test experiments in the icing wind tunnel [96].  
Table 4-5: Summary of ice adhesion results in kPa from bending cantilever tests [96].  
Sample Test Condition 
Substrate Description Rime Mixed/Rime Mixed/Glaze Glaze 
Al2024 Ref 63±10 56±7 59±5 41±5 
Ti6Al4V Bare 43±6 50±5 43±8 65±4 
SS304 Bare 71±11 73±15 92±5 46±7 
The testing conditions used for the bending cantilever test are presented in Table 4-6. In 
glaze ice conditions, the cloud is concentrated in the center due to the higher LWC (1.0 
g/m3) thus creating a different ice shape. The temperature of the droplet at impact is zero 
degrees, thus the spreading of the droplet is different. After the first impact of a droplet 
on the surface, the surface will warm up and then the droplet will freeze. As ice builds up 
on thickness, the difference in temperature within the ice will create residual stress which 
will affect the heat transfer. Upon impact, the droplet can take the shape of a ‘pancake’, 
bounce back to a spherical shape or split, consequently the weber number (i.e., the 
dimensionless number that relates the inertial forces to the surface tension) different. The 
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airspeed in glaze ice conditions is 80 m/s compared to all the other conditions that are at 
50 m/s, thus the droplet energy is also different. The ice adhesion results of glaze ice 
conditions can be affected due to the different accretion phenomena, different accretion 
rate, and different droplet interaction. 











[°C] [m/s] [g/m3] [µm] 
Rime -20 50 0.3 20 
Mixed/Rime -20 50 0.8 20 
Mixed/Glaze -5 50 0.3 20 
Glaze -5 80 1.0 20 
4.2.3 Correlation of Wettability Characteristics and Icephobic Results 
Further analysis can be made by comparing the ice adhesion strengths of the surfaces 
obtained from the IWT tests to their respective wetting characteristics. Figure 4-7 and 
Figure 4-8 illustrate the trends of the CA of the surface against the measured adhesion 
strength for the Mode I test and the bending cantilever test respectively. From the results 
obtained from the Mode I test, it can be noted that a lower CA leads to a greater strength 
required to detach the ice from the surface. Thus, hydrophilic surfaces require leads to 
higher ice adhesion. Also, there is a tendency for the sample substrate to have a higher 
ice adhesion strength for the glaze ice condition. As mentioned in previous section, glaze 





Figure 4-7: Contact angle vs ice adhesion strength obtained from Mode I test of Al2024 TSA 
(pink) and Al2024 TSA MecaSurf (blue) at glaze (square) and rime (triangle) ice conditions.  
On the other hand, the trend of the results obtained from the bending cantilever tests is 
different from the Mode I test. For the Al2024 TSA, a higher ice adhesion strength resulted 
from the rime ice and not from the glaze ice. In addition, the statement that hydrophilic 





































Figure 4-8: Contact angle vs ice adhesion strength obtained from bending cantilever test of 
Al2024 TSA (pink) and Al2024 TSA EpiSurf (blue) at glaze (square) and rime (triangle) ice 
conditions.  
An extensive test campaign should be conducted to conclude on the ice adhesion trends 
and behaviors. Also, since only two samples were studied under two conditions, there is 
not enough information on what is happening in between these extreme conditions.  
As expected, the average tensile strength obtained from the Mode I test is higher for the 
untreated sample than for the MecaSurf sample in both icing conditions. MecaSurf is a 
commercially available surface treatment that has the ability of reducing the surface 
tension of the substrate and consequently preventing substances from spreading on its 
surface. The same behavior was observed with the results from the bending cantilever 
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glaze ice conditions by noticing that a larger work was required to remove the ice from a 
substrate that has the additional surface treatment. In the bending cantilever test, bending 
and tensile stress are used to break the ice. Due to the complexity of this test method, 
the analytical model is idealizes since we do not understand yet what is actually 
happening at the ice-substrate interface. Using the Mode I test is preferred since we 




4.2.4 Source of Errors and Limitations 
The test design could be modified by having a polymer holding cap; by doing so, the ice 
adhesion strength of the superimposing lip will be lower than the tested material. This will 
allow to have an ice adhesion result due to the substrate and not the holding cap. In 
addition, further testing can be performed to study the thickness of the superimposing lip 
from the holding cap to see how it affects the formation and adhesion results of ice. A 
simple test could be done by gluing the substrate directly on the sample holder and 
perform an investigation without the holding cap.  
Extensive test campaign should be conducted with the same samples on both the Mode 
I test and the bending cantilever test under the same icing condition. By having enough 
data, the ice adhesion trends from the two tests can be correlated within each other and 




Chapter 5 -  Conclusions and Future Work 
Countless industries face icing problems since it affects system performance, safety, 
efficiency, and operation. Anti-\ and de-icing systems are widely used to fight this issue. 
In the aviation field, different de-icing methods, e.g., chemicals and pneumatic boots, and 
active anti-icing methods, e.g., electrothermal heating elements, are commonly used to 
deal with the icing problem. These methods can be efficient in certain scenarios and 
atmospheric weather conditions at a cost: they are not always environmentally friendly 
since they require a certain energy source and some of the chemicals that are used can 
be harmful. Passive icephobic coatings are beneficial in contrast to other used methods 
since they can be derived from environmentally friendly chemicals and they do not require 
additional energy to operate. The development of newly-engineered coatings involves 
fundamental understanding of the physical mechanism of bonding between the ice and 
surface interface. 
Intended to contribute to further study the icing problem and to develop a deeper 
understanding of the ice adhesion issue, a Mode I test was developed and set-up in the 
lab-scale icing wind tunnel at Airbus. The simple (in principle) Mode I test helps screening 
different surfaces by measuring the level of ice adhesion on the surface; however, the 
results obtained are valid for comparison and not to be taken as absolute numbers. In 
addition, the testing goal is not to perform fundamental ice research but rather to have a 
validation tool and to better understand the icing behavior on a surface. To validate the 
performance of the new implemented Mode I test, samples that were previously tested 
with a bending cantilever rig were tested with the new Mode I test rig. The data 
comparison between both tests accommodated an evaluation of the testing setup quality 
and validated the obtained data. The bending cantilever and the Mode I tests are causing 
ice fracture and delamination in different manners; thereby, the ice adhesion results from 
the same samples in the same icing conditions are not expected to be similar, but to show 
a similar trend. 
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The primary objective of developing and implementing a Mode I test into the iCORE IWT 
to measure the ice adhesion strength in different icing conditions was successfully 
achieved. Based on previous developed Mode I testing apparatus, the system was 
optimized by eliminating the vacuum system and replacing the PTFE disk with a thin 
elastomer (e.g., small piece of rubber balloon). This reduces the preparation and 
experimental time. In addition, the sample holder was designed to be versatile and be 
able to accommodate samples with varying thickness as well to accommodate non-
metallic substrates. This optimized design allows a simple and quick installation of the 
sample to be tested, thereby reducing the time within testing runs. Further studies can be 
conducted by changing the material of the holding cap of the sample holder to a material 
with a known adhesion strength (any polymer). This will allow to increase the accuracy of 
the adhesion strength of the tested sample. Three reference substrates were 
characterized by measuring the wetting properties (CA, ROA, and CAH) and their 
respective surface roughness.  
In order to validate the functioning of the new testing rig, the ice adhesion results of two 
samples, Al2024 TSA and Al2024 TSA MecaSurf, tested in glaze and rime ice conditions 
were compared with the previously obtained results of the same substrates from the 
bending cantilever test. The wettability characteristics and surface roughness for each 
sample were measured. Based on the results obtained for this thesis, the CA of the 
sample increased significantly when the commercially available hydrophobic coating, 
e.g., MecaSurf or EpiSurf, was applied. Nevertheless, the droplet mobility remained the 
same since the ROA only varied from three of degrees. The surface became smoother 
by applying the hydrophobic coating since the surface roughness decreased. The results 
from the Mode I adhesion test corroborated the hypothesis that more force is required to 
remove the accreted ice on a surface that showed poor wettability characteristics. 
However, the previously obtained results from the bending cantilever test showed a 
different trend: in glaze ice conditions there was a switch and a higher ice adhesion 
strength resulted for the sample with the hydrophobic coating. One of the explanations 
for this behavior is that when bending cantilever tests are done, a sample will go through 
9 icing cycles before being studied in glaze ice conditions since other icing conditions 
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(rime, mixed/rime, mixed/glaze) are performed before.  In glaze ice conditions, the LWC 
and the airspeed are larger; this means that bigger droplet are impacting the surface at 
higher speeds which results in faster ice growth with random nucleation. A possible wear 
of the coating could be due to the impact of the droplet and the shedding of the ice. 
Correlation studies were performed by comparing the wetting properties and the ice 
adhesion results which revealed that there could be a tendency of hydrophilic surfaces to 
have higher ice adhesion strength. More testing should be done in order to validate why 
higher ice adhesion strength resulted in glaze conditions for a surface that resulted in 
lower ice adhesion strength for the other testing conditions. Based on the experiments 
performed, the Mode I test was successfully working and all the sub systems were 
functioning well.  
The experiments done in the IWT were performed with the goal to confirm the overall 
functioning of all the sub-systems as a unit and its operation when installed in the IWT. 
Despite the successful implementation of the new test rig, there still exist areas for 
continued development; while operating the new Mode I test as the scope of this thesis, 
the opportunities for enhancing testing and analysis features were highlighted. Some 
recommendations for further improvement of the new test rig are listed below: 
 Make use of a combination of pressure and acoustic emission sensors for early 
crack detection and crack propagation until total failure of the accreted ice.  
 Perform testing to investigate on the efficient surface area of the sample needed 
to perform the test. In other words, the actual surface of the sample that is useful 
for the ice to accrete and necessary to perform Mode I test.  
 Perform Mode I test without an installed sample to obtain the offset result of the 
apparatus. This offset can be used when performing cross-validation of the ice 
adhesion results with a Mode I test installed in a different research facility.  
 The lip of the holding cap can have an effect on the results obtained from Mode I 
test. If the sample to be tested has a high quality surface with a low adhesion, the 
ice might adhere to the exposed area of the holding cap which will induce errors 
to the obtained fracture energy. This can be resolved by having a holding cap made 
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of a material with a known lower ice adhesion (e.g., plastic). Then, tests should be 
performed to see it the material of the holding cap has an effect on the Mode I test 
results. The sensibility of the testing capability of the Mode I test developed can be 
found; consequently, the limit of the coating quality level that can be investigated 
in the Mode I test will be known. Also, when ice is formed in the IWT by accelerating 
droplets on the sample, water droplets will freeze and expand due the water 
properties. This will create strong interlocking effect of the ice on the lip of the 
sample holder creating false ice adhesion results. Ideally, the ice would be 
accreted only on the sample surface.   
 The ice thickness set for the Mode I tests was based on the theoretical derivation 
from the fracture energy equation and was found to be 2.5 fold the defect size [67, 
38]. However, the ice adhesion also depends on the surface area where the ice is 
accreted and the pressure used to break it. More testing should be done with 
varying ice thickness to correlate with the ice thickness found from the fracture 
energy equation. 
 The thickness of the sample must be rigid enough to avoid excessive deformation 
when the bulk ice is detached when performing Mode I tests. The neutral axis 
depends on the thickness of the sample relative to the ice thickness; ideally, the 
neutral axis should be at the ice-sample interface. For this study, the sample 
thickness was a requirement but further experiments can be performed with 
different sample thickness to observe if it has an effect on the ice adhesion found.  
The implementation of the Mode I test to the iCORE facilities contributes to further 
investigation of the icing behavior of surfaces for anti-icing applications. The bending 
cantilever test allows to study the ice adhesion at the interface as a result of compressive 
and tensile stresses. On the other hand, the Mode I test is a complementary experiment 
that allows to study the ice adhesion due to tensile stresses leading to a more profound 
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1 [𝑉]
1000 [𝑚𝑉]
∗ 16[𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑉⁄ ] 64 
Equation 0.1 𝜎 =  
𝐹
𝐴0
  110 
Equation 0.2 𝜀 =  
𝑙𝑖−𝑙0
𝑙0
  110 
Equation 0.3 𝑑𝐵 = 10 log10(
𝑙
𝑙0




Appendix B Principle of Stresses and Planes 
The fracture energy obtained from the Mode I test experiments is based on the plain strain 
[63, 30]. A body made of an elastic material can undergo shape and size changes as a 
response to an applied, external force. The stress (also called engineering stress), σ, is 
produced by the load being imposed perpendicularly, F, on the body cross section, A0 
[61]: 
 𝜎 =  
𝐹
𝐴0
 Equation 5.1 
Strain (also called engineering strain), ε, is the response of the body under an applied 
static (or moving extremely slowly) stress represented by a unitless value, where lo is the 
original length before a load application, and li is the instantaneous length [61]: 
 𝜀 =  
𝑙𝑖 − 𝑙0
𝑙0
  Equation 1.2 
 
Figure 1-1: Positive resultant forces on a small element resulting from applied stress [97].  
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A body may be subjected to normal stress (either tensile or compressive), tangential 
stress (shear), or torsional stress. When the body is long enough and the strain is oriented 
in a particular direction — it can be assumed it is in the z-direction for these purposes, 
which is negligible compared with the two other orthogonal directions — the situation can 
be treated in a bi-dimensional space, as shown in Figure 1-1.  
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Appendix C Mode I Test Wind Tunnel Procedure 
One of the principal goals established for this project was to set a testing procedure in 
order to ease the cross-validation of wind tunnel results from different facilities. This 
testing protocol was an attempt to synthetize the different approaches used for the 
simulation of icing conditions in wind tunnel tests. This set of recommendations focuses 
on wind tunnel research for characterisation and development of coatings that can be 
implemented in aircrafts to battle against icing, rain and sand erosion. It is an additional 
criterion to the SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice (Aerospace Recommended 
Practice) for the calibration and acceptance of icing wind tunnels [81]. 
Connecting Pressure Sensor 
1. Connect the pressure sensor to the multiprotocol module at the channel 0 with the 
grey cable 
2. Connect the power supply to the multiprotocol module with the grey cable 
3. Connect the multiprotocol to the computer with the Ethernet cable (green color) 
4. Plug the power supply to the wall socket  
5. If everything is properly connected, the small LED light beside Channel 0 should 
be on 
6. Secure the multiprotocol module in a fixed position 




Figure 1-2: Turck service tool [98].  
8. To access the device through the web server, open the web using the IP address 
o The default IP address is 192.168.1.254 
o http://192.168.1.254/index.html (PC and device must be on same network) 
o Login as an administrator using the password ‘password’ 
o You can change the default password from this website  
9. Configuration of the fieldbus interface 
o In the ‘Station Configuration’ tab on the left 
o Make sure the Ethernet and Modbus protocol do not have a check mark 
Modbus Poll Setup 
1. Open the Modbus Poll program [99] 




Figure 1-3: Connection setup of Modbus poll [99].  
3. Define the data to be monitored by pressing F8 and referring to Figure 1-4. To 





Figure 1-4: Data definition of Modbus poll [99].  
4. Change the first cell name to Voltage (mV) as shown in Figure 1-5 
 
Figure 1-5: Modbus poll window example [99].  
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5. To configure the Excel logging press Alt+X and refer to Figure 1-6 
 
Figure 1-6: Setup for Modbus poll excel log [99].  
Icing Wind Tunnel Procedure 
1. Before installing the sample, make sure all the valves from the pressurized system 
and the gas cylinder are closed 
2. Open the pressure valve SLOWLY on the first stage on the gas cylinder. No tools 
should be required 




Figure 1-7: Mode I test pressurized system.  
4. Install the sample on the holder. Make sure to wear gloves in order to avoid 
contaminating the surface 
5. When screwing the cap, no force should be required. In the event that turning the 
cap becomes difficult, STOP and remove the cap carefully. Look for any defect in 
the threads of the cap and the sample holder. With the nitrogen air supply form the 
iCORE (not from the Mode I test), clean all surfaces of the threads. If after cleaning 
you cannot screw the cap without force, seek the help of the machinist  






7. Start main fan and cooling system  
8. When the aimed parameters (ambient temperature and tunnel air speed) are 
stable, note it down in the prepared Excel sheet 
9. Turn on the spray system according to the parameters settled with the conditions  
10. Observe thickness of ice accretion to a target of 15 mm (thickness required for 
analytic solution [64]) 
11. Open the Excel log of Modbus poll 
12. Switch on the pressurized system (Pressurization rate of 10 bar/sec) 
13. Wait for the ice to shed 
14. Switch off pressurized system when the ice is expulsed 
15. Take note of the type of fracture (adhesive, cohesive or mixed) 
16. From the pressure data acquired, take note of the critical pressure 
17. For statistical analysis, repeat at least 3 times each condition for each sample 
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Table 1-1: Summary of contact angle measurements of Mode I test and bending cantilever 
test samples. 
Sample Size CA ROA CAH Wetting 
property Substrate Texture Coating [mm] [°] [°] [°] 
Al2024 Ref - ø30x1.6 104 90 33 HB 
Al2024 TSA - ø30x1.6 20 87 27 HL 
Al2024 TSA - 125x13x1.6 59 90 - HL 
Al2024 TSA EpiSurf 125x13x1.6 122 90 - HB 
Al2024 TSA MecaSurf ø30x1.6 97 89 31 HB 
Ti6Al4V Ref - ø30x1.6 83 85 26 HL 
Ti6Al4V Nanotubes - ø30x1.6 13 53 18 HL 
Ti6Al4V Nanotubes MecaSurf ø30x1.6 158 4 19 SH 
Ti6Al4V Nanotubes EpiSurf 125x13x1.6 166 24 - SH 
TSA: Tartaric Sulphur Acid anodizing to enhance the attraction to liquid and improve the 




The reference titanium sample has a CA of 83° and 13° with the nanotubes applied to the 
surface and increases to 158° when the MecaSurf is applied. The ROA is decreased from 
85° from the referenced Ti6Al4V to 53° with the nanotubes and when the MecaSurf is 
applied it decreases even more to 5°. The titanium surface treated with nanotubes and 
MecaSurf shows significant CA when compared to all the other samples with a really low 
ROA angle. 
Table 1-2: Summary of surface roughness measurements of Mode I test and bending 
cantilever test samples. 
Sample Size Ra Rz 
Substrate Texture Coating [mm] [µm] [µm] 
Al2024 Ref - ø30x1.6 0.61±0.015 5.36±0.231 
Al2024 TSA - ø30x1.6 0.09±0.014 1.53±0.941 
Al2024 TSA MecaSurf 125x13x1.6 0.16±0.043 1.95±0.469 
Ti6Al4V Ref - ø30x1.6 0.45±0.007 3.03±0.084 
Ti6Al4V Nanotubes - ø30x1.6 0.44±0.081 3.11±0.801 
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Ti6Al4V Nanotubes MecaSurf ø30x1.6 0.41±0.015 3.21±0.024 
TSA: Tartaric Sulphur Acid anodizing to enhance the attraction to liquid and improve the 
adhesion with the MecaSurf 
Ref: Reference 
Ra: Arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed profile 
Rz: Maximum height of profile 
 
Table 1-3: Summary of surface roughness measurements of bending cantilever test samples 
[96].  
Sample Size Ra Rz CA 
Substrate Description [mm] [µm±SD] [µm±SD] [°±SD] 
Al2024 Ref 125x13x1.6 0.017±0.005 0.150±0.037 59±3 
Ti6Al4V Bare 125x13x1.6 0.501±0.028 3.973±0.174 51±1 
SS304 Bare 125x13x1.6 0.170±0.012 1.634±0.012 70±5 
Ref: Reference 
Ra: Arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed profile 
Rz: Maximum height of profile 
CA: Contact angle 
 
Table 1-4: Comparison of surface roughness of samples on values presented in literature. 
Sample Size Ra 
Ref 
Substrate Description [mm] [µm] 
Al6061 Mirror-polished 32x50 0.0062 [62] 
Aluminium Polished 340x30 ~0.17 [57] 
Al6061 Polished using 1 μm diamond suspension 25x75x1 0.022±0.001 [69] 
Al6061 Sandblasted with a medium grit 25x75x1 3.04±0.1 [69] 
Al6061 Sandblasted with a coarse grit 25x75x1 5.06±0.28 [69] 
Al6061 Etching - 0.05±0.02 [48] 
122 
 
Ra: Arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed profile 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Average (⁰) Std Dev
Roll-off Angle 
(⁰)
Std Dev Hysterisis(⁰) Std Dev
Al2024 Ref 101 5.2 90 0.0 33 4.0
Al2024 Ref 106 3.1 90 0.0 33 3.8
Al2024 TSA 22 7.6 87 2.5 30 10.7
Al2024 TSA 19 3.8 88 0.8 24 4.0
Al2024 TSA Mecasurf 111 2.2 89 0.7 33 3.7
Al2024 TSA Mecasurf 83 3.0 89 1.9 29 4.0
Ti6Al4V Ref 84 2.0 83 7.9 24 0.7
Ti6Al4V Ref 83 2.4 88 0.8 29 2.9
Ti6Al4V Nanotubes 18 0.7 82 10.0 27 5.2
Ti6Al4V Nanotubes 8 0.8 23 16.2 9 2.2
Contact angle 









Calculated Results Excel Formulas
Color Legend
User Input
k 1.405 Isentropic exponent of air
R 287.06 Gas constant  [J/(kg·K)]
ρ 1.225 Air density at STP [kg/m3]
Pstp 101325 Air pressure at STP [Pa]
Tstp 20 Absolute air temperature at STP [°C]
E 8500000000 Young Modulus [Pa]
ν 0.31 Poisson's ratio













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix M Calculation of Nitrogen Leaks 
152 
 
Under normal conditions, nitrogen air is a colorless, odorless, tasteless, non-irritating, 
non-inflammatory and an inert (non-reactive) gas, which means that it generally does not 
react with other substances. Even though nitrogen gas accounts for 78% of the air we 
breathe, it can be a life-threatening since there is no a way to smell, see, or hear the gas. 
People working with this gas are not warned of the presence of the acceptable nitrogen 
molecules. The potential hazard of working with nitrogen is that it can decrease the 
oxygen level below the required amount of oxygen that a human brain needs to remain 
active. When the brain has insufficient oxygen supply, it does not function properly and 
shuts down. The safety risks are suffocation, hyperthermia and the hazards associated 





































Appendix R  Acoustic Sensor Tests 
The ice adhesion result obtained represents the complete fracture and detachment of ice 
from the surface. However, it is unknown of what is happening before complete failure 
and there is currently no measuring of the early crack initiation and propagation. An 
acoustic sensor installed inside the test section of IWT can continuously monitor such a 
parameter as long as the background noises from the air wind can be filtered out. After a 
crack is initiated, which propagates through the ice by breaking molecular bonds which 
releases small amounts of energy that spreads as strain waves. The monitoring system 
is composed of the acoustic emission sensor; an amplifier to amplify the collected signals; 
a data acquisition system and software that will allow to visualize the data and later on be 
able to manipulate it. The topics of sound, microphones, sampling and Fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) will be introduced briefly to understand how the system works.  
Sound is a type of energy represented by vibrations that travel through a medium as a 
waveform. It is defined by the speed at which vibrations are occurring (frequency), by how 
loud the sound is (intensity), and by its quality (timbre). The sound frequencies that a 
human ear can detect ranges from 20 to 20 000 Hz. The intensity (dB) is the measure of 
the amount of energy: 
 𝑑𝐵 = 10 log10(
𝑙
𝑙0
) Equation 1.3 
Where l is the measure intensity and l0 represents the sound threshold (10-12 W/m2). A 
sound signal (Figure 1-8) is characterized by the counts, hits, duration, MARSE energy, 




Figure 1-8: Parameters of acoustic emission response.  
An acoustic sensor is a measuring device composed of a microphone. A microphone is 
a type of pressure transducer which converts acoustic energy (sounds waves) into 
electrical energy (audio signal). The diaphragm is a thin material located inside the 
microphone and vibrates as a result from the impact of sound. The oscillating movement 
of the diaphragm induces vibrations to the coil which is attached to it. Due to the 
permanent magnet that is inside the coil, a magnetic field is produced by the movement 
of the coil and electric current flows through it. An amplifier is used to amplify the electric 
current into a stronger signal as a mean to manipulate it.  
The process of measuring sound is called sampling since only a finite number of times 
per time period are recorded, also called discrete signal. Arduino is a commercially 
available microcontroller and can converts the signal from the connected sensor (which 
typically varies from 0-5V) to 10-bit signal (values varying from 0-1024) as shown in Figure 
1-9. For this project the microcontroller ELEGOO Mega2560 R3 was used with the KY-
166 
 
038 microphone sound sensor which the wiring diagram is shown in Figure 1-10.  
 
 
Figure 1-9: Digital signal to analog waveform.  
The sound signal is converted from time domain to frequency through the FTT which 
decomposes the signal into harmonic waves of different frequencies. From the frequency 
domain waveform, the parameters that can be extracted are peak frequency, dominant 
frequency band, frequency centroid, and energy (which is defined by the area under the 
energy density spectrum).  
 
Figure 1-10: Wiring diragram of Elegoo Mega2560 with KY-038 microphone sound sensor.  
 
